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2less omplete but more ompat, o�ering maximum insight for minimum investment. This strategy maybe seen in a urry of reent papers on the formal properties of Java, whih omit advaned features suhas onurreny and reetion and onentrate on fragments of the full language to whih well-understoodtheory an be applied.We propose Featherweight Java, or FJ, as a new ontender for a minimal ore alulus for modelingJava's type system. The design of FJ favors ompatness over ompleteness almost obsessively, having just�ve forms of expression: objet reation, method invoation, �eld aess, asting, and variables. Its syntax,typing rules, and operational semantis �t omfortably on a single page. Indeed, our aim has been to omitas many features as possible { even assignment { while retaining the ore features of Java typing. There is adiret orrespondene between FJ and a purely funtional ore of Java, in the sense that every FJ programis literally an exeutable Java program.FJ is only a little larger than Churh's lambda alulus [3℄ or Abadi and Cardelli's objet alulus [1℄,and is signi�antly smaller than previous formal models of lass-based languages like Java, inluding thoseput forth by Drossopoulou, Eisenbah, and Khurshid [11℄, Syme [23℄, Nipkow and Oheimb [20℄, and Flatt,Krishnamurthi, and Felleisen [15, 16℄. Being smaller, FJ lets us fous on just a few key issues. For example, wehave disovered that apturing the behavior of Java's ast onstrut in a traditional \small-step" operationalsemantis is trikier than we would have expeted, a point that has been overlooked or underemphasized inother models.One use of FJ is as a starting point for modeling languages that extend Java. Beause FJ is so ompat,we an fous attention on essential aspets of the extension. Moreover, beause the proof of soundness forpure FJ is very simple, a rigorous soundness proof for even a signi�ant extension may remain manageable.The seond part of the paper illustrates this utility by enrihing FJ with generi lasses and methods �a laGJ [7℄. The model omits some important aspets of GJ (suh as \raw types" and type argument inferenefor generi method alls). Nonetheless, it led to the disovery and �x of one bug in the GJ ompiler and,more importantly, has been a useful tool in larifying our thought. Beause the model is small, it is easy toontemplate further extensions, and we have begun the work of adding raw types to the model; so far, thishas revealed at least one orner of the design that was underspei�ed.Our main goal in designing FJ was to make a proof of type soundness (\well-typed programs don'tget stuk") as onise as possible, while still apturing the essene of the soundness argument for the fullJava language. Any language feature that made the soundness proof longer without making it signi�antlydi�erent was a andidate for omission. As in previous studies of type soundness in Java, we don't treatadvaned features suh as onurreny, inner lasses, and reetion. Other Java features omitted fromFJ inlude assignment, interfaes, overloading, messages to super, null pointers, base types (int, bool,et.), abstrat method delarations, shadowing of superlass �elds by sublass �elds, aess ontrol (publi,private, et.), and exeptions. The features of Java that we do model inlude mutually reursive lassde�nitions, objet reation, �eld aess, method invoation, method override, method reursion throughthis, subtyping, and asting.One key simpli�ation in FJ is the omission of assignment. In essene, all �elds and method parametersin FJ are impliitly marked final: we assume that an objet's �elds are initialized by its onstrutor andnever hanged afterwards. This restrits FJ to a \funtional" fragment of Java, in whih many ommon Javaidioms, suh as use of enumerations, annot be represented. Nonetheless, this fragment is omputationallyomplete (it is easy to enode the lambda alulus into it), and is large enough to inlude many usefulprograms (many of the programs in Felleisen and Friedman's Java text [13℄ use a purely funtional style).Moreover, most of the triky typing issues in both Java and GJ are independent of assignment. An importantexeption is that the type inferene algorithm for generi method invoation in GJ has some twists imposedon it by the need to maintain soundness in the presene of assignment. This paper treats a simpli�ed versionof GJ without type inferene.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the main ideas of FeatherweightJava, presents its syntax, type rules, and redution rules, and develops a type soundness proof. Setion 3extends Featherweight Java to Featherweight GJ, whih inludes generi lasses and methods. Setion 4presents an erasure map from FGJ to FJ, modeling the tehniques used to ompile GJ into Java. Setion 5disusses related work, and Setion 6 onludes.



32 Featherweight JavaIn FJ, a program onsists of a olletion of lass de�nitions plus an expression to be evaluated. (Thisexpression orresponds to the body of the main method in full Java.) Here are some typial lass de�nitionsin FJ.lass A extends Objet {A() { super(); }}lass B extends Objet {B() { super(); }}lass Pair extends Objet {Objet fst;Objet snd;Pair(Objet fst, Objet snd) {super(); this.fst=fst; this.snd=snd;}Pair setfst(Objet newfst) {return new Pair(newfst, this.snd);}}For the sake of syntati regularity, we always inlude the supertype (even when it is Objet), we alwayswrite out the onstrutor (even for the trivial lasses A and B), and we always write the reeiver for a�eld aess (as in this.snd) or a method invoation, even when the reeiver is this. Construtors alwaystake the same stylized form: there is one parameter for eah �eld, with the same name as the �eld; thesuper onstrutor is invoked on the �elds of the supertype; and the remaining �elds are initialized to theorresponding parameters. In this example the supertype is always Objet, whih has no �elds, so theinvoations of super have no arguments. Construtors are the only plae where super or = appears in an FJprogram. Sine FJ provides no side-e�eting operations, a method body always onsists of return followedby an expression, as in the body of setfst().In the ontext of the above de�nitions, the expressionnew Pair(new A(), new B()).setfst(new B())evaluates to the expressionnew Pair(new B(), new B()).There are �ve forms of expression in FJ. Here, new A(), new B(), and new Pair(e1,e2) are objet on-strutors, and e3.setfst(e4) is a method invoation. In the body of setfst, the expression this.snd is a�eld aess, and the ourrenes of newfst and this are variables. (The syntax of FJ di�ers from Java inthat this is a variable rather than a keyword.) The remaining form of expression is a ast. The expression((Pair)new Pair(new Pair(new A(), new B()), new A()).fst).sndevaluates to the expressionnew B().Here, ((Pair)e7), where e7 is new Pair(...).fst, is a ast. The ast is required, beause e7 is a �eldaess to fst, whih is delared to ontain an Objet, whereas the next �eld aess, to snd, is only valid ona Pair. At run time, it is heked whether the Objet stored in the fst �eld is a Pair (and in this ase thehek sueeds).In Java, one may pre�x a �eld or parameter delaration with the keyword final to indiate that itmay not be assigned to, and all parameters aessed from an inner lass must be delared final. Sine FJ



4ontains no assignment and no inner lasses, it matters little whether or not final appears, so we omit itfor brevity.Dropping side e�ets has a pleasant side e�et: evaluation an be easily formalized entirely within thesyntax of FJ, with no additional mehanisms for modeling the heap. Moreover, in the absene of sidee�ets, the order in whih expressions are evaluated does not a�et the �nal outome, so we an de�nethe operational semantis of FJ straightforwardly using a nondeterministi small-step redution relation,following long-standing tradition in the lambda alulus. Of ourse, Java's all-by-value evaluation strategyis subsumed by this more general relation, so the soundness properties we prove for redution will hold forJava's evaluation strategy as a speial ase.There are three basi omputation rules: one for �eld aess, one for method invoation, and one forasts. Reall that, in the lambda alulus, the beta-redution rule for appliations assumes that the funtionis �rst simpli�ed to a lambda abstration. Similarly, in FJ the redution rules assume the objet operatedupon is �rst simpli�ed to a new expression. Thus, just as the slogan for the lambda alulus is \everythingis a funtion," here the slogan is \everything is an objet."The following example shows the rule for �eld aess in ation:new Pair(new A(), new B()).snd �! new B()Beause of the stylized form for objet onstrutors, we know that the onstrutor has one parameter foreah �eld, in the same order that the �elds are delared. Here the �elds are fst and snd, and an aess tothe snd �eld selets the seond parameter.Here is the rule for method invoation in ation (= denotes substitution):new Pair(new A(), new B()).setfst(new B())�! � new B()=newfst;new Pair(new A(),new B())=this � new Pair(newfst, this.snd)i.e., new Pair(new B(), new Pair(new A(), new B()).snd)The reeiver of the invoation is the objet new Pair(new A(), new B()), so we look up the setfstmethodin the Pair lass, where we �nd that it has formal parameter newfst and body new Pair(newfst, this.snd).The invoation redues to the body with the formal parameter replaed by the atual, and the speialvariable this replaed by the reeiver objet. This is similar to the beta rule of the lambda alulus,(�x.e0)e1 �! [e1=x℄e0. The key di�erenes are the fat that the lass of the reeiver determines where tolook for the body (supporting method override), and the substitution of the reeiver for this (supporting\reursion through self"). Readers familiar with Abadi and Cardelli's Objet Calulus will see a strong sim-ilarity to their & redution rule [1℄. In FJ, as in the lambda alulus and the pure Abadi-Cardelli alulus,if a formal parameter appears more than one in the body this may lead to dupliation of the atual, butsine there are no side e�ets this auses no problems.Here is the rule for a ast in ation:(Pair)new Pair(new A(), new B()) �! new Pair(new A(), new B())One the subjet of the ast is redued to an objet, it is easy to hek that the lass of the onstrutor is asublass of the target of the ast. If so, as is the ase here, then the redution removes the ast. If not, asin the expression (A)new B(), then no rule applies and the omputation is stuk, denoting a run-time error.There are three ways in whih a omputation may get stuk: an attempt to aess a �eld not delaredfor the lass, an attempt to invoke a method not delared for the lass (\message not understood"), or anattempt to ast to something other than a superlass of an objet's run-time lass. We will prove that the�rst two of these never happen in well-typed programs, and the third never happens in well-typed programsthat ontain no downasts (and no \stupid asts"|a tehniality explained below).As usual, we allow redutions to apply to any subexpression of an expression. Here is a omputation forthe seond example expression above, where the next subexpression to be redued is underlined at eah step.((Pair)new Pair(new Pair(new A(), new B()), new A()).fst).snd�! ((Pair)new Pair(new A(),new B())).snd�! new Pair(new A(), new B()).snd�! new B()



5We will prove a type soundness result for FJ: if an expression e redues to expression e0, and if e is welltyped, then e0 is also well typed and its type is a subtype of the type of e.With this informal introdution in mind, we may now proeed to a formal de�nition of FJ.2.1 SyntaxThe syntax, typing rules, and omputation rules for FJ are given in Figure 1, with a few auxiliary funtionsin Figure 2.The metavariables A, B, C, D, and E range over lass names; f and g range over �eld names; m rangesover method names; x ranges over parameter names; d and e range over expressions; CL ranges over lassdelarations; K ranges over onstrutor delarations; and M ranges over method delarations. We assumethat the set of variables inludes the speial variable this, but that this is never used as the name of anargument to a method. Instead, it is onsidered to be impliitly bound in every method delaration. Theevaluation rule for method invoation will have the job of substituting an appropriate objet for this inaddition to substituting the argument values for the parameters.We write f as shorthand for f1,. . . ,fn (and similarly for C, x, e, et.) and write M as shorthand forM1. . . Mn (with no ommas). We write the empty sequene as � and denote onatenation of sequenes usinga omma. The length of a sequene x is written #(x). We abbreviate operations on pairs of sequenesin the obvious way, writing \C f" for \C1 f1,. . . ,Cn fn", where n is the length of C and f, and similarly\C f;" as shorthand for the sequene of delarations \C1 f1;. . .Cn fn;" and \this.f=f;" as shorthand for\this.f1=f1;. . . ;this.fn=fn;". Sequenes of �eld delarations, parameter names, and method delarationsare assumed to ontain no dupliate names.The lass delaration lass C extends D {C f; K M} introdues a lass named C with superlass D.The new lass has �elds f with types C, a single onstrutor K, and a suite of methods M. The instanevariables delared by C are added to the ones delared by D and its superlasses, and should have namesdistint from these. (In full Java, instane variables of superlasses may be redelared, in whih ase theredelaration shadows the original in the urrent lass and its sublasses. We omit this feature in FJ.) Themethods of C, on the other hand, may either override methods with the same names that are already presentin D or add new funtionality speial to C.The onstrutor delaration C(D g; C f) {super(g); this.f=f;} shows how to initialize the �eldsof an instane of C. Its form is ompletely determined by the instane variable delarations of C and itssuperlasses: it must take exatly as many parameters as there are instane variables, and its body mustonsist of a all to the superlass onstrutor to initialize its �elds from the parameters g, followed by anassignment of the parameters f to the new �elds of the same names delared by C. (These onstraints areatually enfored by the typing rule for lasses in Figure 1.)The method delaration D m(C x) {return e;} introdues a method named m with result type D andparameters x of types C. The body of the method is the single statement return e. The variables x arebound in e. The speial variable this is also onsidered bound in e.A lass table CT is a mapping from lass names C to lass delarations CL. A program is a pair (CT ; e)of a lass table and an expression. To lighten the notation in what follows, we always assume a �xed lasstable CT .The abstrat syntax of FJ lass delarations, onstrutor delarations, method delarations, and expres-sions is given at the top left of Figure 1. As in Java, we assume that asts bind less tightly than other formsof expression. We assume that the set of variables inludes the speial variable this, but that this is neverused as the name of an argument to a method.Every lass has a superlass, delared with extends. This raises a question: what is the superlass ofthe Objet lass? There are various ways to deal with this issue; the simplest one that we have found is totake Objet as a distinguished lass name whose de�nition does not appear in the lass table. The auxiliaryfuntions that look up �elds and method delarations in the lass table are equipped with speial ases forObjet that return the empty sequene of �elds and the empty set of methods. (In full Java, the lassObjet does have several methods. We ignore these in FJ.)By looking at the lass table, we an read o� the subtype relation between lasses. We write C <: D whenC is a subtype of D|i.e., subtyping is the reexive and transitive losure of the immediate sublass relation



6Syntax:CL ::= lass C extends C {C f; K M}K ::= C(C f) {super(f); this.f = f;}M ::= C m(C x) {return e;}e ::= xj e.fj e.m(e)j new C(e)j (C)eSubtyping: C <: CC <: D D <: EC <: ECT (C) = lass C extends D {...}C <: DComputation:�elds(C) = C f(new C(e)).fi �! ei (R-Field)mbody(m; C) = (x; e0)(new C(e)).m(d)�! [d=x; new C(e)=this℄e0 (R-Invk)C <: D(D)(new C(e)) �! new C(e) (R-Cast)Congruene: e0 �! e00e0.f �! e00.f (RC-Field)e0 �! e00e0.m(e) �! e00.m(e) (RC-Invk-Rev)ei �! ei0e0.m( : : :,ei, : : :)�! e0.m( : : :,ei0, : : :) (RC-Invk-Arg)

ei �! ei0new C( : : : ,ei, : : : )�! new C( : : :,ei0, : : : ) (RC-New-Arg)e0 �! e00(C)e0 �! (C)e00 (RC-Cast)Expression typing:� ` x 2 �(x) (T-Var)� ` e0 2 C0 �elds(C0) = C f� ` e0.fi 2 Ci (T-Field)� ` e0 2 C0mtype(m; C0) = D!C� ` e 2 C C <: D� ` e0.m(e) 2 C (T-Invk)�elds(C) = D f� ` e 2 C C <: D� ` new C(e) 2 C (T-New)� ` e0 2 D D <: C� ` (C)e0 2 C (T-UCast)� ` e0 2 D C <: D C 6= D� ` (C)e0 2 C (T-DCast)� ` e0 2 D C 6<: D D 6<: Cstupid warning� ` (C)e0 2 C (T-SCast)Method typing:x : C; this : C ` e0 2 E0 E0 <: C0CT (C) = lass C extends D {...}override(m; D; C!C0)C0 m (C x) {return e0;} OK IN C(T-Method)Class typing:K = C(D g, C f) {super(g); this.f = f;}�elds(D) = D g M OK IN Class C extends D {C f; K M} OK(T-Class)Figure 1: FJ: Main de�nitions



7Field lookup: �elds(Objet) = �CT (C) = lass C extends D {C f; K M}�elds(D) = D g�elds(C) = D g; C fMethod type lookup:CT (C) = lass C extends D {C f; K M}B m (B x) {return e;} 2 Mmtype(m; C) = B!BCT (C) = lass C extends D {C f; K M}m is not de�ned in Mmtype(m; C) = mtype(m; D)

Method body lookup:CT (C) = lass C extends D {C f; K M}B m (B x) {return e;} 2 Mmbody(m; C) = (x; e)CT (C) = lass C extends D {C f; K M}m is not de�ned in Mmbody(m; C) = mbody(m; D)Valid method overriding:mtype(m; D) = D!D0implies C = D and C0 = D0override(m; D; C!C0)Figure 2: FJ: Auxiliary de�nitionsgiven by the extends lauses in CT . Formally, it is de�ned in the middle of the left olumn of Figure 1.The given lass table is assumed to satisfy some sanity onditions: (1) CT (C) = lass C ... for everyC 2 dom(CT ); (2) Objet =2 dom(CT ); (3) for every lass name C (exept Objet) appearing anywhere inCT , we have C 2 dom(CT ); and (4) there are no yles in the subtype relation indued by CT { that is,the <: relation is antisymmetri. Note that the types de�ned by the lass table are allowed to be reursive,in the sense that the de�nition of a lass A may use the name A in the types of its methods and instanevariables. Indeed, even mutual reursion between lass de�nitions is allowed.For the typing and redution rules, we need a few auxiliary de�nitions, given in Figure 2. The �elds ofa lass C, written �elds(C), is a sequene C f pairing the lass of eah �eld with its name, for all the �eldsdelared in lass C and all of its superlasses. The type of the method m in lass C, written mtype(m; C), is apair, written B!B, of a sequene of argument types B and a result type B. Similarly, the body of the methodm in lass C, written mbody(m; C), is a pair, written (x,e), of a sequene of parameters x and an expressione. The prediate override(m; C!C0; D) judges whether a method m with argument types C and a result typeC0 may be de�ned in a sublass of D. In ase of overriding, if a method with the same name is delared inthe superlass then it must have the same type.2.2 TypingThe typing rules for expressions, method delarations, and lass delarations are in the right olumn ofFigure 1. An environment � is a �nite mapping from variables to types, written x:C.The typing judgment for expressions has the form � ` e 2 C, read \in the environment �, expression ehas type C." The typing rules are syntax direted, with one rule for eah form of expression, save that thereare three rules for asts. The typing rules for onstrutors and method invoations hek that eah atualparameter has a type that is a subtype of the orresponding formal. We abbreviate typing judgments onsequenes in the obvious way, writing � ` e 2 C as shorthand for � ` e1 2 C1, . . . , � ` en 2 Cn and writingC <: D as shorthand for C1 <: D1, . . . , Cn <: Dn.One tehnial innovation in FJ is the introdution of \stupid" asts. There are three rules for type asts:in an upast the subjet is a sublass of the target, in a downast the target is a sublass of the subjet, andin a stupid ast the target is unrelated to the subjet. The Java ompiler rejets as ill typed an expressionontaining a stupid ast, but we must allow stupid asts in FJ if we are to formulate type soundness as asubjet redution theorem for a small-step semantis. This is beause a sensible expression may be reduedto one ontaining a stupid ast. For example, onsider the following, whih uses lasses A and B as de�ned



8as in the previous setion:(A)(Objet)new B() �! (A)new B()We indiate the speial nature of stupid asts by inluding the hypothesis stupid warning in the type rulefor stupid asts (T-SCast); an FJ typing orresponds to a legal Java typing only if it does not ontain thisrule. (Stupid asts were omitted from Classi Java [15℄, ausing its published proof of type soundness to beinorret; this error was disovered independently by ourselves and the Classi Java authors.)The typing judgment for method delarations has the form M OK IN C, read \method delaration M isok when it ours in lass C." It uses the expression typing judgment on the body of the method, wherethe free variables are the parameters of the method with their delared types, plus the speial variable thiswith type C.The typing judgment for lass delarations has the form CL OK, read \lass delaration CL is ok." Itheks that the onstrutor applies super to the �elds of the superlass and initializes the �elds delared inthis lass, and that eah method delaration in the lass is ok.The type of an expression may depend on the type of any methods it invokes, and the type of a methoddepends on the type of an expression (its body), so it behooves us to hek that there is no ill-de�nedirularity here. Indeed there is none: the irle is broken beause the type of eah method is expliitlydelared. It is possible to load the lass table and de�ne the auxiliary funtions mtype , mbody , and �eldsbefore all the lasses in it are heked, so long as eah lass is eventually heked.2.3 ComputationThe redution relation is of the form e �! e0, read \expression e redues to expression e0 in one step." Wewrite �!� for the reexive and transitive losure of �!.The redution rules are given in the bottom left olumn of Figure 1. There are three redution rules,one for �eld aess, one for method invoation, and one for asting. These were already explained in theintrodution to this setion. We write [d=x; e=y℄e0 for the result of replaing x1 by d1, . . . , xn by dn, and yby e in expression e0.The redution rules may be applied at any point in an expression, so we also need the obvious ongruenerules (if e �! e0 then e.f �! e0.f, and the like), whih also appear in the �gure.2.4 PropertiesFormal de�nitions are fun, but the proof of the pudding is in. . . well, the proof. If our de�nitions are sensible,we should be able to prove a type soundness result, whih relates typing to omputation. Indeed we an provesuh a result: if a term is well typed and it redues to a normal form, then it is either a value of a subtypeof the original term's type, or an expression that gets stuk at a downast. The type soundness theorem(Theorem 2.4.7) is proved by using the standard tehnique of subjet redution and progress theorems [25℄.2.4.1 Theorem [Subjet redution℄: If � ` e 2 C and e �! e0, then � ` e0 2 C0 for some C0 <: C.Before giving the proof, we develop a number of required lemmas.2.4.2 Lemma: If mtype(m; D) = C!C0, then mtype(m; C) = C!C0 for all C <: D.Proof: Straightforward indution on the derivation of C <: D. Note that, whether m is de�ned in CT (C) ornot, mtype(m; C) should be the same as mtype(m; E) where CT (C) = lass C extends E {...}. �2.4.3 Lemma [Term substitution preserves typing℄: If �; x : B ` e 2 D, and � ` d 2 A where A <: B,then � ` [d=x℄e 2 C for some C <: D.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �; x : B ` e 2 D. The intuitions are exatly the same as for thelambda-alulus with subtyping (details vary a little, of ourse).



9Case T-Var: e = x D = �(x)If x 62 x, then the onlusion is immediate sine [d=x℄x = x. On the other hand, if x = xi and D = Bi, then,sine [d=x℄x = [d=x℄xi = di, letting C = Ai �nishes the ase.Case T-Field: e = e0.fi �; x : B ` e0 2 D0�elds(D0) = C f D = CiBy the indution hypothesis, there is some C0 suh that � ` [d=x℄e0 2 C0 and C0 <: D0. Then, it is easy toshow that�elds(C0) = �elds(D0); D gfor some D g. Therefore, by the rule T-Field, � ` ([d=x℄e0).fi 2 Ci.Case T-Invk: e = e0.m(e) �; x : B ` e0 2 D0 mtype(m; D0) = E!D�; x : B ` e 2 D D <: EBy the indution hypothesis, there are some C0 and C suh that� ` [d=x℄e0 2 C0 C0 <: D0� ` [d=x℄e 2 C C <: DBy Lemma 2.4.2, mtype(m; C0) = E!D. Moreover, C <: E by the transitivity of <:. Therefore, by the ruleT-Invk, � ` [d=x℄e0.m([d=x℄e) 2 D.Case T-New: e = new D(e) �elds(D) = D f �; x : B ` e 2 C C <: DBy the indution hypothesis, there are E suh that � ` [d=x℄e 2 E and E <: C. Moreover E <: D, by transitivityof <:. Therefore, by the rule T-New, � ` new D([d=x℄e) 2 D.Case T-UCast: e = (D)e0 �; x : B ` e0 2 C C <: DBy the indution hypothesis, there is some E suh that � ` [d=x℄e0 2 E and E <: C. Moreover E <: D by thetransitivity of <:; this yields � ` (D)([d=x℄e0) 2 D by the rule T-UCast.Case T-DCast: e = (D)e0 �; x : B ` e0 2 C D <: C D 6= CBy the indution hypothesis, there is some E suh that � ` [d=x℄e0 2 E and E <: C. If E <: D or D <: E, then� ` (D)([d=x℄e0) 2 D by the rule T-UCast or T-DCast, respetively. On the other hand, if both D 6<: Eand E 6<: D, then � ` (D)([d=x℄e0) 2 D (with a stupid warning) by the rule T-SCast.Case T-SCast: e = (D)e0 �; x : B ` e0 2 C D 6<: C C 6<: DBy the indution hypothesis, there is some E suh that � ` [d=x℄e0 2 E and E <: C. This means that E 6<: D.(To see this, note that eah lass in FJ has just one super lass. It follows that, if both E <: C and E <: D,then either C <: D or D <: C.) So � ` (D)([d=x℄e0) 2 D (with a stupid warning), by T-SCast. �2.4.4 Lemma [Weakening℄: If � ` e 2 C, then �; x : D ` e 2 C.Proof: Straightforward indution. �2.4.5 Lemma: If mtype(m; C0) = D!D, and mbody(m; C0) = (x; e), then, for some D0 with C0 <: D0, thereexists C <: D suh that x : D; this : D0 ` e 2 C.Proof: By indution on the derivation of mbody(m; C0). The base ase (where m is de�ned in C0) is easysine m is de�ned in CT (C0) and x : D; this : C0 ` e 2 C by T-Method. The indution step is alsostraightforward. �We are now ready to give the proof of the subjet redution theorem.Proof of Theorem 2.4.1: By indution on a derivation of e �! e0, with a ase analysis on the redutionrule used.



10Case R-Field: e = (new C0(e)).fi e0 = ei �elds(C0) = D fBy rule T-Field, we have� ` new C0(e) 2 D0C = Difor some D0. Again, by the rule T-New,� ` e 2 CC <: DD0 = C0In partiular, � ` ei 2 Ci, �nishing the ase sine Ci <: Di.Case R-Invk: e = (new C0(e)).m(d)e0 = [d=x; new C0(e)=this℄e0mbody(m; C0) = (x; e0)By the rules T-Invk and T-New, we have� ` new C0(e) 2 C0� ` d 2 CC <: Dmtype(m; C0) = D!Cfor some C and D. By Lemma 2.4.5, x : D; this : D0 ` e0 2 B for some D0 and B where C0 <: D0 and B <: C.By Lemma 2.4.4, �; x : D; this : D0 ` e0 2 B. Then, by Lemma 2.4.3, � ` [d=x; new C0(e)=this℄e0 2 E forsome E <: B. By transitivity of <:, E <: C. Finally, letting C0 = E �nishes this ase.Case R-Cast: e = (D)(new C0(e)) C0 <: D e0 = new C0(e)The proof of � ` (D)(new C0(e)) 2 C must end with the rule T-UCast sine the derivation ending withT-SCast or T-DCast ontradits the assumption C0 <: D. By the rule T-UCast, we have � ` new C0(e) 2C0 and D = C, whih �nishes the ase.The ases for ongruene rules are easy. We show just one:Case RC-Cast: e = (D)e0 e0 = (D)e00 e0 �! e00There are three subases aording to the last typing rule used.Subase T-UCast: � ` e0 2 C0 C0 <: D D = CBy the indution hypothesis, � ` e00 2 C00 for some C00 <: C0. By transitivity of <:, C00 <: C. Therefore, bythe rule T-UCast, � ` (C)e00 2 C (without any additional stupid warning).Subase T-DCast: � ` e0 2 C0 D <: C0 D = C 6= C0By the indution hypothesis, � ` e00 2 C00 for some C00 <: C0. If either C00 <: C or C <: C00, then � ` (C)e00 2 Cby the rule T-UCast or T-DCast (without any additional stupid warning). On the other hand, if bothC00 6<: C and C 6<: C00, then, � ` (C)e00 2 C with stupid warning by the rule T-SCast.Subase T-SCast: � ` e0 2 C0 D 6<: C0 C0 6<: D D = CBy the indution hypothesis, � ` e00 2 C00 for some C00 <: C0. Then, both C00 6<: C and C 6<: C00 alsohold following the same argument found in the proof of Lemma 2.4.3 (the ase for T-SCast). Therefore,� ` (C)e00 2 C with stupid warning. �We an also show that if a program is well typed, then the only way it an get stuk is if it reahes apoint where it annot perform a downast.2.4.6 Theorem [Progress℄: Suppose e is a well-typed expression.(1) If e inludes new C0(e).f as a subexpression, then �elds(C0) = T f and f 2 f.(2) If e inludes new C0(e).m(d) as a subexpression, then mbody(m; C0) = (x; e0) and #(x) = #(d).



11Proof sketh: If e has new C0(e).f as a subexpression, then, by well-typedness of the subexpression, itis easy to hek that �elds(C0) is well-de�ned and f appears in it. Similarly, if e has new C0(e).m(d) asa subexpression, then, it is also easy to show mbody(m; C) = (x; e0) and #(x) = #(d) from the fat thatmtype(m; C) = C!D where #(x) = #(C). �To state type soundness formally, we will give the de�nition of values, given by the following syntax:v ::= new C(v):2.4.7 Theorem [FJ type soundness℄: If � ` e 2 C and e �!� e0 with e0 being a normal form, then e0 iseither a value v or an expression ontaining (D)new C(e) where C 6<: D.Proof: Immediate from Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.6. �To state a similar property for asts, we say that an expression e is safe in � if the type derivations of theunderlying CT and � ` e 2 C ontain no downasts or stupid asts (uses of rules T-DCast or T-SCast).In other words, a safe program inludes only upasts. Then we see that a safe expression always reduesto another safe expression, and, moreover, typeasts in a safe expression will never fail, as shown in thefollowing pair of theorems.2.4.8 Theorem [Redution preserves safety℄: If e is safe in � and e�!e0, then e0 is safe in �.Proof sketh: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Note that, the derivation of e0 will have additionalstupid warning only if the derivation of e (and CT ) uses the rules T-DCast and/or T-SCast. �2.4.9 Theorem [Progress of safe programs℄: Suppose e is safe in �. If e has (C)new C0(e) as a subex-pression, then C0 <: C.Proof sketh: Easy from the fat that the subexpression (C)new C0(e) is given type C by the ruleT-UCast. �2.4.10 Theorem [Safe programs don't ause typeast errors℄: If e is safe in � and e�!�e0 with e0being a nomal form, then e0 is a value v.Proof: Immediate from Theorems 2.4.8 and 2.4.9. �3 Featherweight GJJust as GJ adds generi types to Java, Featherweight GJ (or FGJ, for short) adds generi types to FJ. Hereis the lass de�nition for pairs in FJ, rewritten with generi type parameters in FGJ.lass A extends Objet {A() { super(); }}lass B extends Objet {B() { super(); }}lass Pair<X extends Objet, Y extends Objet> extends Objet {X fst;Y snd;Pair(X fst, Y snd) {super(); this.fst=fst; this.snd=snd;}<Z extends Objet> Pair<Z,Y> setfst(Z newfst) {return new Pair<Z,Y>(newfst, this.snd);}}



12Both lasses and methods may have generi type parameters. Here X and Y are parameters of the lass,and Z is a parameter of the setfst method. Eah type parameter has a bound ; here X, Y, and Z are eahbounded by Objet.In the ontext of the above de�nitions, the expressionnew Pair<A,B>(new A(), new B()).setfst<B>(new B())evaluates to the expressionnew Pair<B,B>(new B(), new B())If we were being extraordinarily pedanti, we would write A<> and B<> instead of A and B, but we allow thelatter as an abbreviation for the former in order that FJ is a proper subset of FGJ.In GJ, type parameters to generi method invoations are inferred. Thus, in GJ the expression abovewould be writtennew Pair<A,B>(new A(), new B()).setfst(new B())with no <B> in the invoation of setfst. So while FJ is a subset of Java, FGJ is not quite a subset ofGJ. We regard FGJ as an intermediate language { the form that would result after type parameters havebeen inferred. While parameter inferene is an important aspet of GJ, we hose in FGJ to onentrate onmodeling other aspets of GJ.The bound of a type variable may not be a type variable, but may be a type expression involving typevariables, and may be reursive (or even, if there are several bounds, mutually reursive). For example,if C<X> and D<Y> are lasses with one parameter eah, one may have bounds suh as <X extends C<X>>or even <X extends C<Y>, Y extends D<X>>. For more on bounds, inluding examples of the utility ofreursive bounds, see the GJ paper [7℄.GJ and FGJ are intended to support either of two implementation styles. They may be implementedby type-passing, augmenting the run-time system to arry information about type parameters, or they maybe implemented by erasure, removing all information about type parameters at run-time. This setionexplores the �rst style, giving a diret semantis for FGJ that maintains type parameters, and proving atype soundness theorem. Setion 4 explores the seond style, giving an erasure mapping from FGJ into FJand showing a orrespondene between redutions on FGJ expressions and redutions on FJ expressions.The seond style orresponds to the urrent implementation of GJ, whih ompiles GJ into the Java VirtualMahine (JVM), whih of ourse maintains no information about type parameters at run-time; the �rst stylewould orrespond to using an augmented JVM that maintains information about type parameters.3.1 SyntaxIn what follows, for the sake of oniseness we abbreviate the keyword extends to the symbol / and thekeyword return to the symbol ".The syntax, typing rules, and omputation rules for FGJ are given in Figures 3 and 4 , with a fewauxiliary funtions in Figure 5. The metavariables X, Y, and Z range over type variables; T, U, and V rangeover types; and N, O, P, and Q range over nonvariable types (types other than type variables). We write Xas shorthand for X1,. . . ,Xn (and similarly for T, N, et.), and assume sequenes of type variables ontain nodupliate names.The abstrat syntax of FGJ is given at the top left of Figure 3. We allow C<> and m<> to be abbreviatedas C and m, respetively.As before, we assume a �xed lass table CT , whih is a mapping from lass names C to lass delarationsCL, obeying the essentially same sanity onditions as given previously. (For the ondition (4), we usethe relation between lass names, de�ned as the reexive and transitive losure indued by the lauseC<X /N> /D<T>; we write C E D for it.)
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Syntax:CL ::= lass C<X /N> /N {T f; K M}K ::= C(T f) {super(f); this.f = f;}M ::= <X /N> T m (T x) {"e;}e ::= xj e.fj e.m<T>(e)j new N(e)j (N)eT ::= Xj NN ::= C<T>Subtyping: � ` T <: T (S-Refl)� ` S <: T � ` T <: U� ` S <: U (S-Trans)� ` X <: �(X) (S-Var)CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {...}� ` C<T> <: [T=X℄N (S-Class)

Computation:�elds(N) = T f(new N(e)).fi �! ei (GR-Field)mbody(m<V>; N) = (x; e0)(new N(e)).m<V>(d)�! [d=x; new N(e)=this℄e0 (GR-Invk); ` N <: O(O)(new N(e)) �! new N(e) (GR-Cast)Congruene: e0 �! e00e0.f �! e00.f (GRC-Field)e0 �! e00e0.m<T>(e) �! e00.m<T>(e)(GRC-Inv-Rev)ei �! ei0e0.m<T>( : : : ,ei, : : : )�! e0.m<T>( : : :ei0, : : : ) (GRC-Inv-Arg)ei �! ei0new N( : : :,ei, : : :)�! new N( : : : ei0, : : : ) (GRC-New-Arg)e0 �! e00(N)e0 �! (N)e00 (GRC-Cast)Figure 3: FGJ: Main de�nitions (1)
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Well-formed types:� ` Objet ok (WF-Objet)X 2 dom(�)� ` X ok (WF-Var)CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {...}� ` T ok � ` T <: [T=X℄N� ` C<T> ok (WF-Class)Expression typing:�;� ` x 2 �(x) (GT-Var)�; � ` e0 2 T0�elds(bound�(T0)) = T f�;� ` e0.fi 2 Ti (GT-Field)�; � ` e0 2 T0mtype(m; bound�(T0)) = <Y /O>U!U� ` V ok � ` V <: [V=Y℄O�;� ` e 2 S � ` S <: [V=Y℄U�;� ` e0.m<V>(e) 2 [V=Y℄U (GT-Invk)� ` N ok �elds(N) = T f�;� ` e 2 S � ` S <: T�;� ` new N(e) 2 N (GT-New)�; � ` e0 2 T0 � ` bound�(T0) <: N�;� ` (N)e0 2 N (GT-UCast)

�; � ` e0 2 T0 � ` N ok� ` N <: bound�(T0)N = C<T> bound�(T0) = D<U>dast(C; D)�; � ` (N)e0 2 N (GT-DCast)�; � ` e0 2 T0 � ` N okN = C<T> bound�(T0) = D<U>C 6E D D 6E Cstupid warning�;� ` (N)e0 2 N (GT-SCast)Method typing:� = X<:N; Y<:O � ` T; T; O ok�; x : T; this : C<X> ` e0 2 S � ` S <: TCT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {...}override(m; N; <Y / O>T!T)<Y / O> T m (T x) {"e0;} OK IN C<X /N>(GT-Method)Class typing:X<:N ` N; N; T ok�elds(N) = U g M OK IN C<X / N>K = C(U g, T f){super(g); this.f = f;}lass C<X /N> /N {T f; K M} OK(GT-Class)Figure 4: FGJ: Main de�nitions (2)
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Bound of type:bound�(X) = �(X)bound�(N) = NField lookup:�elds(Objet) = � (F-Objet)CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {S f; K M}�elds([T=X℄N) = U g�elds(C<T>) = U g; [T=X℄S f (F-Class)Method type lookup:CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {S f; K M}<Y / O> U m (U x) {"e;} 2 Mmtype(m; C<T>) = [T=X℄(<Y /O>U!U) (MT-Class)CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {S f; K M}m is not de�ned in Mmtype(m; C<T>) = mtype(m; [T=X℄N) (MT-Super)

Method body lookup:CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /N {S f; K M}<Y /O> U m (U x) {"e0;} 2 Mmbody(m<V>; C<T>) = (x; [T=X; V=Y℄e0)(MB-Class)CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {S f; K M}m is not de�ned in Mmbody(m<V>; C<T>) = mbody(m<V>; [T=X℄N)(MB-Super)Valid method overriding:mtype(m; N) = <Z /P>U!U0 impliesO,T = [Y=Z℄(P,U) and � ` T0 <: [Y=Z℄U0override(m; N; <Y / O>T!T0)Valid downast:dast(C; D) dast(D; E)dast(C; E)CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /D<T> {...}X = FV (T)dast(C; D)(FV (T) denotes the set of type variable in T.)Figure 5: FGJ: Auxiliary de�nitions



163.2 TypingA type environment � is a �nite mapping from type variables to nonvariable types, written X <: N, thattakes eah type variable to its bound.Bounds of typesWe write bound�(T) for the upper bound of T in �, as de�ned in Figure 5. Unlike aluli suh as F� [9℄,this promotion relation does not need to be de�ned reursively: the bound of a type variable is always anonvariable type.SubtypingThe subtyping relation is de�ned in the left olumn of Figure 3. As before, subtyping is the reexive andtransitive losure of the extends relation. Type parameters are invariant with regard to subtyping (forreasons explained in the GJ paper), so T <: U does not imply C<T> <: C<U>.Well-formed typesIf the delaration of a lass C begins lass C<X / N>, then a type like C<T> is well formed only if substitutingT for X respets the bounds N, that is if T <: [T=X℄N. We write � ` T ok if type T is well-formed in ontext �.The rules for well-formed types appear in Figure 4 . Note that we perform a simultaneous substitution, soany variable in X may appear in N, permitting reursion and mutual reursion between variables and bounds.A type environment � is well formed if � ` �(X) ok for all X in dom(�). We also say that an environment� is well formed with respet to �, written � ` � ok, if � ` �(x) ok for all x in dom(�).Field and method lookupFor the typing and redution rules, we need a few auxiliary de�nitions, given in Figure 5; these are fairlystraightforward adaptations of the lookup rules given previously. The �elds of a nonvariable type N, written�elds(N), are a sequene of orresponding types and �eld names, T f. The type of the method invoationm at nonvariable type N, written mtype(m; N), is a type of the form <X /N>U!U. In this form, the variablesX are bound in N, U, and U and we regard �-onvertible ones as equivalent; appliation of type substitution[T=X℄ is de�ned in the ustomary manner. When X /N is empty, we abbreviate <>U!U to U!U. The bodyof the method invoation m at nonvariable type N with type parameters V, written mbody(m<V>; N), is a pair,written (x,e), of a sequene of parameters x and an expression e.Typing rulesTyping rules for expressions, methods, and lasses appear in Figure 4 .The typing judgment for expressions is of form �;� ` e 2 T, read as \in the type environment � andthe environment �, the expression e has type T." Most of the subtleties are in the �eld and method lookuprelations that we have already seen; the typing rules themselves are straightforward.In the rule GT-DCast, the last premise dast(C; D) ensures that the result of the ast will be the sameat run time, no matter whether we use the high-level (type-passing) redution rules de�ned later in thissetion or the erasure semantis onsidered in Setion 4. Intuitively, when C<T> <: D<U> holds, all the typearguments T of C must \ontribute" for the relation to hold. For example, suppose we have de�ned:lass List<X / Objet> / Objet { ... }lass LinkedList<X / Objet> / List<X> { ... }Now, if o has type Objet, then the ast (List<C>)o is not permitted. (If, at run time, o is bound tonew List<D>(), then the ast would fail in the type-passing semantis but sueed in the erasure semantis,sine (List<C>)o erases to (List)o while both new List<C>() and new List<D>() erase to new List().)On the other hand, if l has type List<C>, then the ast (LinkedList<C>)l is permitted, sine the type-passing and erased versions of the ast are guaranteed to either both sueed or both fail. The formalde�nition of dast(C; D) appears in Figure 5.



17The typing rule for methods ontains one additional subtlety. In FGJ (and GJ), unlike in FJ (and Java),ovariant subtyping of method results is allowed. That is, the result type of a method may be a subtype ofthe result type of the orresponding method in the superlass, although the bounds of type variables andthe argument types must be idential (modulo renaming of type variables).As before, a lass table is ok if all its lass de�nitions are ok.3.3 RedutionThe operational semantis of FGJ programs is only a little more ompliated than what we had in FJ. Therules appear in the right olumn of Figure 3.3.4 PropertiesType SoundnessFGJ programs enjoy subjet redution, progress properties, and thus a type soundness property exatly likeprograms in FJ (Theorems 3.4.13, 3.4.14, and 3.4.15), The basi strutures of the proofs are similar to thoseof Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.6. For subjet redution, however, sine we now have parametri polymorphismombined with subtyping, we need a few more lemmas. The main lemmas required are a term substitutionlemma as before, plus similar lemmas about the preservation of subtyping and typing under type substitution.(Readers familiar with proofs of subjet redution for typed lambda-aluli like F� [9℄ will notie manysimilarities). the required lemmas inluding three substitution lemmas, whih are proved by straightforwardindution on a derivation of � ` S <: T or �; � ` e 2 T. In the following proof, the underlying lass table isassumed to be ok. abbreviate the keyword3.4.1 Lemma [Weakening℄: Suppose �; X<:N ` N ok and � ` U ok.1. If � ` S <: T, then �; X<:N ` S <: T.2. If � ` S ok, then �; X<:N ` S ok.3. If �; � ` e 2 T, then �; �; x : U ` e 2 T and �; X<:N; � ` e 2 T.Proof: Eah of them is proved by straightforward indution on the derivation of � ` S <: T and � ` S okand �; � ` e 2 T. �3.4.2 Lemma: If � ` E<V> <: D<U> and D 6E C and C 6E D, then E 6E C and C 6E E.Proof: It is easy to see that � ` E<V> <: D<U> implies E E D. The onlusions are easily proved byontradition. (A similar argument is found in the proof of Lemma 2.4.3.) �3.4.3 Lemma: Suppose dast(C; D) and � ` C<T> <: D<U>. If � ` C<T0> <: D<U>, then T0 = T.Proof: The ase where dast(C; D) beause dast(C; E) and dast(E; D) is easy: note that, from everyderivation of � ` C<T> <: D<U>, we an also derive � ` C<T> <: E<V> and � ` E<V> <: D<U> for someV. Finally, if D is the diret superlass of C, by the rule S-Class, D<U> = [T=X℄D<V> where CT (C) =lass C<X /N> /D<V> {...} for some V. Sine FV (V) = X, if D<U> = [T0=X℄D<V>, then it must be the asethat T = T0, �nishing the proof. �3.4.4 Lemma: If dast(C; E) and C E D E E with C 6= D 6= E, then dast(C; D) and dast(D; E).Proof: Easy. �3.4.5 Lemma [Type substitution preserves subtyping℄: If �1; X<:N;�2 ` S <: T and �1 ` U <: [U=X℄Nwith �1 ` U ok and none of X appearing in �1, then �1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄S <: [U=X℄T.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �1; X<:N;�2 ` S <: T.



18Case S-Refl:Trivial.Case S-Trans, S-Class:Easy.Case S-Var: S = X T = (�1; X<:N;�2)(X)If X 2 dom(�1) [ dom(�2), then the onlusion is immediate. On the other hand, if X = Xi, then, byassumption, we have �1 ` Ui <: [U=X℄Ni. Finally, Lemma 3.4.1 �nishes the ase. �3.4.6 Lemma [Type substitution preserves type well-formedness℄: If �1; X<:N;�2 ` T ok and �1 `U <: [U=X℄N with �1 ` U ok and none of X appearing in �1, then �1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄T ok.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �1; X<:N; �2 ` T ok, with a ase analysis on the last rule used.Case WF-Objet:Trivial.Case WF-Var: T = X X 2 dom(�1; X<:N; �2)The ase X 2 Xi follows from �1 ` U ok and Lemma 3.4.1; otherwise immediate.Case WF-Class: T = C<T> �1; X<:N; �2 ` T ok �1; X<:N; �2 ` T <: [T=Y℄PCT (C) = lass C<Y /P> /N {...}By the indution hypothesis,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄T ok:On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4.5, �1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄T <: [U=X℄[T=Y℄P. Sine Y<:P ` P by the ruleGT-Class, P does not inlude any of X as a free variable. Thus, [U=X℄[T=Y℄P = [[U=X℄T=Y℄P, and �nally, wehave �1; [U=X℄�2 ` C<[U=X℄T> ok by WF-Class. �3.4.7 Lemma: Suppose �1; X<:N;�2 ` T ok and �1 ` U <: [U=X℄N with �1 ` U ok and none of X appearingin �1. Then, �1; [U=X℄�2 ` bound�1; [U=X℄�2([U=X℄T) <: [U=X℄(bound�1;X<:N;�2(T)).Proof: The ase where T is a nonvariable type is trivial. The ase where T is a type variable X andX 2 dom(�1) [ dom(�2) is also easy. Finally, if T is a type variable Xi, then bound�1; [U=X℄�2([U=X℄T) = Uiand [U=X℄(bound�1;X<:N;�2(T)) = [U=X℄Ni; the assumption �1 ` U <: [U=X℄N and Lemma 3.4.1 �nish the proof.�3.4.8 Lemma: If � ` S <: T and �elds(bound�(T)) = T f, then �elds(bound�(S)) = S g and Si = Ti andgi = fi for all i � #(f).Proof: By straightforward indution on the derivation of � ` S <: T.Case S-Refl:Trivial.Case S-Var:Trivial beause bound�(S) = bound�(T).Case S-Trans:Easy.Case S-Class: S = C<T> T = [T=X℄N CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /N {S g; ...}By the rule F-Class, �elds(C<T>) = U f; [T=X℄S g where U f = �elds([T=X℄N). �3.4.9 Lemma: If � ` T ok and mtype(m; bound�(T)) = <Y /P>U!U0, then for any S suh that � ` S <: Tand � ` S ok, we have mtype(m; bound�(S)) = <Y / P>U!U00 and �; Y<:P ` U00 <: U0.Proof: By straightforward indution on the derivation of � ` S <: T with a ase analysis by the last ruleused.



19Case S-Refl:Trivial.Case S-Var:Trivial beause bound�(S) = bound�(T).Case S-Trans:Easy.Case S-Class: S = C<T> T = [T=X℄N CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /N { ... M}If M do not inlude a delaration of m, it is easy to show the onlusion, sinemtype(m; bound�(S)) = mtype(m; bound�(T))by the rule MT-Super.On the other hand, suppose M inludes a delaration of m. By straightforward indution on the derivationof mtype(m; T), we an showmtype(m; T) = [T=X℄<Y / P0>U0!U000where <Y / P0>U0!U000 = mtype(m; N). Without loss of generality, we an assume that X and Y are distintand, in partiular, that [T=X℄U000 = U0. By GT-Method, it must be the ase that<Y /P0> W00 m (U0 x) {...} 2 Mand X<:N; Y<:P0 ` W00<:U000:By Lemmas 3.4.5 and 3.4.1, we have�; Y<:P ` [T=X℄W00<:U0:Sine mtype(m; bound�(S)) = mtype(m; S) = [T=X℄<Y / P0>U0!W00 by MT-Class, letting U00 = [T=X℄W00�nishes the ase. �3.4.10 Lemma [Type substitution preserves typing℄: If �1; X<:N; �2; � ` e 2 T and �1 ` U <: [U=X℄Nwhere �1 ` U ok and none of X appears in �1, then �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e 2 S for some S suh that�1; [U=X℄�2 ` S <: [U=X℄T.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �1; X<:N;�2; � ` e 2 T with a ase analysis on the last rule used.Case GT-Var:Trivial.Case GT-Field: e = e0.fi �1; X<:N; �2; � ` e0 2 T0 �elds(bound�1; X<:N; �2(T0)) = T fT = TiBy the indution hypothesis, �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e0 2 S0 and �1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <: [U=X℄T0 for someS0. By Lemma 3.4.7,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` bound�1; [U=X℄�2([U=X℄T0) <: [U=X℄bound�1; X<:N; �2(T0):Then, it is easy to show�1; [U=X℄�2 ` bound�1; [U=X℄�2(S0) <: [U=X℄bound�1; X<:N; �2(T0):By Lemma 3.4.8, �elds(bound�1; [U=X℄�2(S0)) = S g and we have fj = gj and Sj = [U=X℄Tj for j � #(f). Bythe rule GT-Field, �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e0.fi 2 Si. Letting S = Si (= [U=X℄Ti) �nishes the ase.



20Case GT-Invk: e = e0.m<V>(e) �1; X<:N; �2; � ` e0 2 T0mtype(m; bound�1;X<:N;�2(T0)) = <Y /P>W!W0�1; X<:N; �2 ` V ok �1; X<:N; �2 ` V <: [V=Y℄P�1; X<:N; �2; � ` e 2 S �1; X<:N; �2 ` S <: [V=Y℄WT = [V=Y℄W0By the indution hypothesis,�1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e0 2 S0�1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <: [U=X℄T0and �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e 2 S0�1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <: [U=X℄S:By using Lemma 3.4.7, it is easy to show�1; [U=X℄�2 ` bound�1; [U=X℄�2(S0) <: [U=X℄bound�1; X<:N; �2(T0):Then, by Lemma 3.4.9,mtype(m; bound�1;[U=X℄�2(S0)) = <Y / [U=X℄P>[U=X℄W!W00�1; [U=X℄�2; Y<:[U=X℄P ` W00 <: [U=X℄W0:By Lemma 3.4.6,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄V okWithout loss of generality, we an assume that X and Y are distint and that none of Y appear in U; then[U=X℄[V=Y℄ = [[U=X℄V=Y℄[U=X℄. By Lemma 3.4.5,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄V <: [U=X℄[V=Y℄P (= [[U=X℄V=Y℄[U=X℄P)�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄S <: [U=X℄[V=Y℄W (= [[U=X℄V=Y℄[U=X℄W):By the rule S-Trans,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <: [[U=X℄V=Y℄[U=X℄W:By Lemma 3.4.5, we have�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [V=Y℄W00 <: [U=X℄[V=Y℄W0 (= [[U=X℄V=Y℄[U=X℄W0):Finally, by the rule GT-Invk,�1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` ([U=X℄e0).m<[U=X℄V>([U=X℄d) 2 Swhere S = [V=Y℄W00, �nishing the ase.Case GT-New, GT-UCast:Easy.Case GT-DCast: e = (N)e0 � = �1; X<:N; �2 �;� ` e0 2 T0 � ` N <: bound�(T0)N = C<T> bound�(T0) = E<V> dast(C; E)By the indution hypothesis, �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e0 2 S0 for some S0 suh that �1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <:[U=X℄T0. Let �0 = �1; [U=X℄�2. We have three subases aording to a relation between S0 and N.Subase: �0 ` bound�0(S0) <: NBy the rule GT-UCast, �0; � ` [U=X℄((N)e0) 2 [U=X℄N.Subase: �0 ` N <: bound�0(S0) N 6= bound�0(S0)By using Lemma 3.4.7 and the fat that � ` S <: T implies � ` bound�(S) <: bound�(T), we have�0 ` bound�0(S0) <: [U=X℄bound�(T0). Then, C E D E E where bound�0(S0) = D<W>. If C 6= D 6= E, we have,by Lemma 3.4.4, dast(C; D); the rule GT-DCast �nishes the subase. The ase C = D annot happen sineit implies N = bound�0(S0) and, the other ase D = E is trivial.



21Subase: �0 ` N 6<: bound�0(S0) �0 ` bound�0(S0) 6<: NBy using Lemma 3.4.7 and the fat that �0 ` S <: T implies �0 ` bound�0(S) <: bound�0(T), we have�0 ` bound�0(S0) <: [U=X℄bound�(T0).Let bound�(S0) = D<W>. We show below that, by ontradition, that neither C E D nor D E C holds.Suppose C E D. Then, there exist some V0 suh that �0 ` C<V0> <: bound�(S0). By Lemma 3.4.4, we havedast(C; D); it follows from Lemma 3.4.3 that C<V0> = N, ontraditing the assumption �0 ` N <: bound�0(S0);thus, C 6E D. On the other hand, suppose D E C. Sine we have �0 ` bound�0(S0) <: [U=X℄(bound�(T0)), wean have C<V0> suh that �0 ` bound�0(S0) <: C<V0> and �0 ` C<V0> <: [U=X℄(bound�(T0)). Then, N = C<V0>by Lemma 3.4.3, ontraditing the assumption �0 ` bound�0(S0) <: N; thus, D 6E C.Finally, by the rule GT-SCast, �; � ` [T=X℄((N)e0) 2 [T=X℄N with stupid warning. �Case GT-SCast: e = (N)e0 � = �1; X<:N; �2 �;� ` e0 2 T0N = C<T> bound�(T0) = E<V> C 6E E E 6E CBy the indution hypothesis, �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄e0 2 S0 for some S0 suh that �1; [U=X℄�2 `S0 <: [U=X℄T0. Using Lemma 3.4.7, we have �1; [U=X℄�2 ` bound�1; [U=X℄�2(S0) <: [U=X℄bound�(T0). Letbound�(S0) = D<W>. Sine [U=X℄bound�(T0) = E<[U=X℄V>, by Lemma 3.4.2, D 6E C and C 6E D. By the ruleGT-SCast, �1; [U=X℄�2; [U=X℄� ` [U=X℄(N)e0 2 [U=X℄N with stupid warning, �nishing the ase.3.4.11 Lemma [Term substitution preserves typing℄: If �; �; x : T ` e 2 T and, �; � ` d 2 S where� ` S <: T, then �; � ` [d=x℄e 2 S for some S suh that � ` S <: T.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �; �; x : T ` e 2 T with a ase analysis on the last rule used.Case GT-Var: e = xIf x 2 dom(�), then the onlusion is immediate sine [d=x℄x = x. On the other hand, if x = xi and T = Ti,then letting S = Si �nishes the ase.Case GT-Field: e = e0.fi �;�; x : T ` e0 2 T0 �elds(bound�(T0)) = T f T = TiBy the indution hypothesis, �; � ` [d=x℄e0 2 S0 for some S0 suh that � ` S0 <: T0. By Lemma 3.4.8,�elds(bound�(S0)) = S g suh that Sj = Tj and fj = gj for all j � #(T). Therefore, by the rule GT-Field,�; � ` [d=x℄e0.fi 2 TCase GT-Invk: e = e0.m<V>(e) �;�; x : T ` e0 2 T0 mtype(m; bound�(T0)) = <Y / P>U!U� ` V ok � ` V <: [V=Y℄P �;�; x : T ` e 2 S� ` S <: [V=Y℄U T = [V=Y℄UBy the indution hypothesis, �; � ` [d=x℄e0 2 S0 for some S0 suh that � ` S0 <: T0 and �; � ` [d=x℄e 2 W forsome W suh that � ` W <: S. By Lemma 3.4.9, mtype(m; bound�(S0)) = <Y / P>U!U0 and �; Y<:P ` U0 <: U.By Lemma 3.4.5, � ` [V=Y℄U0 <: [V=Y℄U. By the rule GT-Method, �; � ` [d=x℄(e0.m<V>(e)) 2 [V=Y℄U0.Letting S = [V=Y℄U0 �nishes the ase.Case GT-New, GT-UCast:Easy.Case GT-DCast: e = (N)e0 �;�; x : T ` e0 2 T0 � ` N <: bound�(T0)N = C<U> bound�(T0) = E<V> dast(C; E)By the indution hypothesis, �; � ` [d=x℄e0 2 S0 for some S0 suh that � ` S0 <: T0. We have three subasesaording to a relation between S0 and N.Subase: � ` bound�(S0) <: NBy the rule GT-UCast, �; � ` [d=x℄((N)e0) 2 N.Subase: � ` N <: bound�(S0) N 6= bound�(S0)By using Lemma 3.4.7 and the fat that � ` S <: T implies � ` bound�(S) <: bound�(T), we have� ` bound�(S0) <: bound�(T0). Then, C E D E E where bound�(S0) = D<W>. If C 6= D 6= E, we have, byLemma 3.4.4, dast(C; D); the rule GT-DCast �nishes the subase. The ase C = D annot happen sine itimplies N = bound�(S0) and, the other ase D = E is trivial.



22Subase: � ` N 6<: bound�(S0) � ` bound�(S0) 6<: NLet bound�(S0) = D<W>. We show that, by ontradition, that C 6E D and D 6E C.Suppose C E D. Then, we an have C<U0> suh that � ` C<U0> <: D<W>. By transitivity of <: and the fatthat � ` S0 <: T0 implies � ` bound�(S0) <: bound�(T0), we have � ` C<U0> <: bound�(T0). Thus, U0 = U,ontraditing the assumption � ` N 6<: bound�(S0) (= D<W>). On the other hand, suppose D E C. Sinewe have � ` bound�(S0) <: bound�(T0), we an have C<V0> suh that � ` bound�(S0) <: C<V0> and �0 `C<V0> <: bound�(T0). Then, N = C<V0> by Lemma 3.4.3, ontraditing the assumption � ` bound�(S0) <: N;thus, D 6E C.Finally, by the rule GT-SCast, �; � ` [d=x℄((N)e0) 2 N with stupid warning. �Case GT-SCast: �;�; x : T ` e0 2 T0 N = C<U> bound�(T0) = E<V>C 6E E E 6E CBy the indution hypothesis, �; � ` [d=x℄e0 2 S0 for some S0 suh that � ` S0 <: T0, whih implies� ` bound�(S0) <: bound�(T0). Let bound�(S0) = D<W>. By Lemma 3.4.2, we have D 6E C and C 6E D. Then,by the rule GT-SCast, �; � ` [d=x℄((N)e0) 2 N again with stupid warning.3.4.12 Lemma: If mtype(m; C<T>) = <Y / P>U!U and mbody(m<V>; C<T>) = (x; e0) where � ` C<T> ok and� ` V ok and � ` V <: [V=Y℄P, then there exist some N and S suh that � ` C<T> <: N and � ` N ok and� ` S <: [V=Y℄U and � ` S ok and �; x : [V=Y℄U; this : N ` e0 2 S.Proof: By indution on the derivation of mbody(m<V>; C<T>) = (x; e) using Lemmas 3.4.5 and 3.4.10.Case MB-Class: CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /P {... M}<Y /Q> T0 m (S x) {"e;} 2 MLet � = x : S; this : C<X> and �0 = X<:N; Y<:Q. By the rules GT-Class and GT-Method, we have�0; � ` e 2 S0 and �0; � ` S0 <: T0 for some S0. Sine � ` C<T> ok, we have � ` T <: [T=X℄N by the ruleWF-Class. By Lemmas 3.4.1, 3.4.5, and 3.4.10,�; Y<:[T=X℄Q ` [T=X℄S0 <: [T=X℄T0and �; Y<:[T=X℄Q; x : [T=X℄S; this : C<T> ` [T=X℄e 2 S00where�; Y<:[T=X℄Q ` S00 <: [T=X℄S0:Now, we an assume X and Y are distint without loss of generality. By the rule MT-Class, we have[T=X℄Q = P [T=X℄S = U [T=X℄T0 = U:Again, by Lemmas 3.4.5 and 3.4.10,� ` [V=Y℄S00 <: [V=Y℄Uand �; x : [V=Y℄U; this : C<T> ` [V=Y℄[T=X℄e 2 S000:where� ` S000 <: [V=Y℄S00:Sine we an assume that any of Y does not our in T without loss of generality,e0 = [T=X; V=Y℄e = [V=Y℄[T=X℄e:Letting N = C<T> and S = S000 �nishes the ase.



23Case MB-Super: CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /N {... M}m is not de�ned in M.Immediate from the indution hypothesis and the fat that � ` C<T> <: [T=X℄N. �3.4.13 Theorem [Subjet redution℄: If �; � ` e 2 T and e �! e0, then �; � ` e0 2 T0, for some T0 suhthat � ` T0 <: T.Proof: By indution on the derivation of e �! e0 with a ase analysis on the redution rule used. We willshow main ases.Case GR-Field: e = new N(e).fi �elds(N) = T f e0 = eiBy the rules GT-Field and GT-New, we have�; � ` new N(e) 2 N�;� ` e 2 S� ` S <: T:In partiular, �; � ` ei 2 Si �nishes the ase.Case GR-Invk: e = new N(e).m<V>(d) mbody(m<V>; N) = (x; e0)e0 = [d=x; new N(e)=this℄e0By the rules GT-Invk and GT-New, we have�; � ` new N(e) 2 N mtype(m; bound�(N)) = <Y /P>U!U� ` V ok � ` V <: [V=Y℄P�;� ` d 2 S � ` S <: [V=Y℄UT = [V=Y℄U � ` N okBy Lemma 3.4.12, �; x : [V=Y℄U; this : P ` e0 2 S for some P and S suh that � ` N <: P where � ` P ok, and� ` S <: [V=Y℄U where � ` S ok. Then, by Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.11, �; � ` [d=x; new N(e)=this℄e0 2 T0for some T0 suh that � ` T0 <: S. By the rule S-Trans, we have � ` T0 <: T. Finally, letting T0 = T0�nishes the ase.Case GR-Cast:Easy.Case GRC-Field: e = e0.f e0 = e00.f e0 �! e00By the rule GT-Field, we have�; � ` e0 2 T0�elds(bound�(T0)) = T fT = TiBy the indution hypothesis, �; � ` e00 2 T00 for some T00 suh that � ` T00 <: T0. By Lemma 3.4.8,�elds(bound�(T00)) = T0 g and, for j � #(f), we have gi = fi and Ti0 = Ti. Therefore, by the ruleGT-Field, �; � ` e00.f 2 Ti0. Letting T0 = Ti0 �nishes the ase.Case GRC-Inv-Rev: e = e0.m<V>(e) e0 = e00.m<V>(e) e0 �! e00By the rule GT-Invk, we have�; � ` e0 2 T0 mtype(m; bound�(T0)) = <Y / P>T!U� ` V ok � ` V <: [V=Y℄P� ` e 2 S � ` S <: [V=Y℄TT = [V=Y℄UBy the indution hypothesis, �; � ` e00 2 T00 for some T00 suh that � ` T00 <: T0. By Lemma 3.4.9,mtype(m; bound�(T00)) = <Y / P>T!V and �; Y<:P ` V <: U. By Lemma 3.4.5, � ` [V=Y℄V <: [V=Y℄U. Then,by the rule GT-Invk, �; � ` e00.m<V>(e) 2 [V=Y℄V. Letting T00 = [V=Y℄V �nishes the ase.



24Case GRC-Cast: e = (N)e0 e0 = (N)e00 e0 �! e00There are three subases aording to the last typing rule GT-UCast, GT-DCast or GT-SCast. Thesesubases are similar to the subases in the ase for GT-DCast in the proof of Lemma 3.4.11.Case GRC-Inv-Arg, GRC-New-Arg:Easy. �3.4.14 Theorem [Progress℄: Suppose e is a well-typed expression.(1) If e inludes new N0(e).f as a subexpression, then �elds(N0) = T f and f 2 f.(2) If e inludes new N0(e).m<V>(d) as a subexpression, then mbody(m<V>; N0) = (x; e0) and #(x) = #(d).Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4.6. �To state FGJ type soundness formally, we will give the de�nition of FGJ values, too, given by the followingsyntax:w ::= new N(w):3.4.15 Theorem [FGJ type soundness℄: If �; � ` e 2 T and e �!� e0 with e0 being a normal form,then e0 is either an FGJ value w or an expression ontaining (P)new N(e) where ; ` N 6<: P.Proof: Immediate from Theorems 3.4.13 and 3.4.14. �Bakward ompatibilityFGJ is bakward ompatible with FJ. Intuitively, this means that an implementation of FGJ an be usedto typehek and exeute FJ programs without hanging their meaning. In the following statements, we usesubsripts FJ or FGJ to show whih set of rules is used.3.4.16 Lemma: If CT is an FJ lass table, then �eldsFJ(C) = �eldsFGJ(C) for all C 2 dom(CT ).3.4.17 Lemma: Suppose CT is an FJ lass table. Then, mtypeFJ(m; C) = C ! C if and only ifmtypeFGJ(m; C) =C ! C.3.4.18 Lemma: Suppose CT is an FJ lass table. Then, mbodyFJ(m; C) = (x; e) if and only ifmbodyFGJ(m; C) =(x; e).Proof: All these lemmas are easy. Note that, in an FJ lass table, all substitutions in the derivations areempty and there are no polymorphi methods. �We an show that a well-typed FJ program is always a well-typed FGJ program and that FJ and FGJredution orrespond. (Note that it isn't quite the ase that the well-typedness of an FJ program under theFGJ rules implies its well-typedness in FJ, beause FGJ allows ovariant overriding and FJ does not.)3.4.19 Theorem [Bakward ompatibility℄: If an FJ program (e; CT ) is well typed under the typingrules of FJ, then it is also well-typed under the rules of FGJ. Moreover, for all FJ programs e and e0 (whetherwell typed or not), e �!FJ e0 i� e �!FGJ e0.Proof: The �rst half is shown by straightforward indution on the derivation of � ` e 2 C (using FJ typingrules), followed by an analysis of the rules T-Method and T-Class. In the proof of the seond half, bothdiretions are shown by indution on a derivation of the redution relation, with a ase analysis on the lastrule used. �



254 Compiling FGJ to FJWe now explore the seond implementation style for GJ and FGJ. The urrent GJ ompiler works bytranslation into the standard JVM, whih maintains no information about type parameters at run-time. Wemodel this ompilation in our framework by an erasure translation from FGJ into FJ. We show that thistranslation maps well-typed FGJ programs into well-typed FJ programs, and that the behavior of a programin FGJ mathes (in a suitable sense) the behavior of its erasure under the FJ redution rules.A program is erased by replaing types with their erasures, inserting downasts where required. A typeis erased by removing type parameters, and replaing type variables with the erasure of their bounds. Forexample, the lass Pair<X,Y> in the previous setion erases to the following:lass Pair extends Objet {Objet fst;Objet snd;Pair(Objet fst, Objet snd) {super(); this.fst=fst; this.snd=snd;}Pair setfst(Objet newfst) {return new Pair(newfst, this.snd);}}Similarly, the �eld seletionnew Pair<A,B>(new A(), new B()).snderases to(B)new Pair(new A(), new B()).sndwhere the added downast (B) reovers type information of the original program. We all suh downastsinserted by erasure syntheti. A key property of the erasure transformation is that it satis�es a so-alled ast-iron guarantee: if the FGJ program is well-typed, then no downast inserted by the erasure transformationwill fail at run-time. In the following disussion, we often distinguish syntheti asts from typeasts derivedfrom original FGJ programs by supersripting typeast expression, writing (C)s. Otherwise, they behaveexatly the same as ordinary typeasts.4.1 Erasure of TypesTo erase a type, we remove any type parameters and replae type variables with the erasure of their bounds.Write jTj� for the erasure of type T with respet to type environment �jTj� = Cwhere bound�(T) = C<T>.4.2 Field and Method LookupIn FGJ (and GJ), a sublass may extend an instantiated superlass. This means that, unlike in FJ (andJava), the types of the �elds and the methods in the sublass may not be idential to the types in thesuperlass. In order to speify a type-preserving erasure from FGJ to FJ, it is neessary to de�ne additionalauxiliary funtions that look up the type of a �eld or method in the highest superlass in whih it is de�ned.For example, we previously de�ned the generi lass Pair<X,Y>. We may delare a speialized sublassPairOfA as a sublass of the instantiation Pair<A,A>, whih instantiates both X and Y to a given lass A.lass PairOfA extends Pair<A,A> {PairOfA(A fst, A snd) {super(fst, snd);}



26PairOfA setfst(A newfst) {return new PairOfA(newfst, this.snd);}}Note that, in the setfst method, the argument type A mathes the argument type of setfst in Pair<A,A>,while the result type PairOfA is a subtype of the result type in Pair<A,A>; this is permitted by FGJ'sovariant subtyping, as disussed in the previous setion. Erasing the lass PairOfA yields the following:lass PairOfA extends Pair {PairOfA(Objet fst, Objet snd) {super(fst, snd);}Pair setfst(Objet newfst) {return new PairOfA(newfst, this.snd);}}Here arguments to the onstrutor and the method are given type Objet, even though the erasure of A isitself; and the result of the method is given type Pair, even though the erasure of PairOfA is itself. In bothases, the types are hosen to orrespond to types in Pair, the highest superlass in whih the �elds andmethod are de�ned.We de�ne variants of the auxiliary funtions that �nd the types of �elds and methods in the highestsuperlass in whih they are de�ned. The maximum �eld types of a lass C, written �eldsmax (C), is thesequene of pairs of a type and a �eld name de�ned as follows:�eldsmax (Objet) = �CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /D<U> {T f; ... }� = X<:N C g = �eldsmax (D)�eldsmax (C) = C g; jTj� fThe maximum method type of m in C, written mtypemax (m, C), is de�ned as follows:CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /D<U> {...} <Y /O>T!T = mtype(m; D<U>)mtypemax (m; C) = mtypemax (m; D)CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /D<U> {...}mtype(m; D<U>) unde�ned<Y / O>T!T = mtype(m; C<X>) � = X<:N; Y<:Omtypemax (m; C) = jTj�!jTj�We also need a way to look up the maximum type of a given �eld. If �eldsmax (C) = D f then we set�eldsmax (C)(fi) = Di.4.3 Erasure of ExpressionsThe erasure of an expression depends on the typing of that expression, sine the types are used to determinewhih downasts to insert. The erasure rules are optimized to omit asts when it is trivially safe to do so;this happens when the maximum type is equal to the erased type.Write jej�;� for the erasure of a well-typed expression e with respet to environment � and type envi-ronment �: jxj�;� = x (E-Var)



27�; � ` e0.f 2 T �;� ` e0 2 T0 �eldsmax (jT0j�)(f) = jTj�je0.fj�;� = je0j�;�.f (E-Field)�; � ` e0.f 2 T �;� ` e0 2 T0 �eldsmax (jT0j�)(f) 6= jTj�je0.fj�;� = (jTj�)sje0j�;�.f (E-Field-Cast)�; � ` e0.m<V>(e) 2 T �;� ` e0 2 T0 mtypemax (m; jT0j�) = C!D D = jTj�je0.m<V>(e)j�;� = je0j�;�.m(jej�;�) (E-Invk)�; � ` e0.m<V>(e) 2 T �;� ` e0 2 T0 mtypemax (m; jT0j�) = C!D D 6= jTj�je0.m<V>(e)j�;� = (jTj�)sje0j�;�.m(jej�;�) (E-Invk-Cast)jnew N(e)j�;� = new jNj�(jej�;�) (E-New)j(N)e0j�;� = (jNj�) je0j�;� (E-Cast)(Stritly speaking, one should think of the erasure operation as ating on typing derivations rather thanexpressions. Sine well-typed expressions are in 1-1 orrespondene with their typing derivations, the abuseof notation reates no onfusion.)4.4 Erasure of Methods and ClassesThe erasure of a method m with respet to type environment � in lass C, written jMj�;C, is de�ned as follows:� = x:T; this : C<X> � = X<:N; Y<:Omtypemax (m; C) = D!D ei = � xi0 if Di = jTij�(jTij�)sxi0 otherwisej<Y /O> T m (T x) {"e0;}jX<:N;C = D m (D x0) {"[e=x℄je0j�;�;} (E-Method)Remark: In GJ, the atual erasure is somewhat more omplex, involving the introdution of bridge meth-ods, so that one ends up with two overloaded methods: one with the maximum type, and one with theinstantiated type. For example, the erasure of PairOfA would be:lass PairOfA extends Pair {PairOfA(Objet fst, Objet snd) {super(fst, snd);}Pair setfst(A newfst) {return new PairOfA(newfst, (A)this.snd);}Pair setfst(Objet newfst) {return this.setfst((A)newfst);}}where the seond de�nition of setfst is the bridge method, whih overrides the de�nition of setfst in Pair.We don't model that extra omplexity here, beause it depends on overloading of method names, whih isnot modeled in FJ; here, instead, the rule E-Method merges two methods into one by inline-expand thebody of the atual method into the body of the bridge method.The erasure of onstrutors and lasses is:jC(U g, T f) {super(g); this.f = f;}jC= C(�eldsmax (C)) {super(g); this.f = f;} (E-Construtor)



28� = X<:Njlass C<X extends N> extends N {T f; K M}j= lass C extends jNj�{jTj� f; jKjC jMj�;C} (E-Class)We write jCT j for the erasure of a lass table CT , de�ned in the obvious way.4.5 Properties of CompilationHaving de�ned erasure, we may investigate some of its properties. As in the disussion of bakward om-patibility, we often use subsripts FJ or FGJ to avoid onfusion.Preservation of TypingFirst, a well-typed FGJ program erases to a well-typed FJ program, as expeted; moreover, syntheti astsare not stupid.4.5.1 Theorem [Erasure preserves typing℄: If an FGJ lass table CT is ok and �; � `FGJ e 2 T, thenjCT j is ok using the FJ typing rules and j�j� `FJ jej�;� 2 jTj�. Moreover, every syntheti ast in jCT j andjej�;� does not involve stupid warning.First, we show that, if an expression is well-typed, then its type is well formed (Lemma 4.5.5). Note thatwe assume that the underlying GJ lass table CT is ok.4.5.2 Lemma: If � ` S <: T and � ` S ok for some well-formed type environment �, then � ` T ok.Proof: By indution on the derivation of � ` S <: T with a ase analysis on the last rule used. The asesfor S-Refl and S-Trans are easy.Case S-Var: S = X T = �(X)T must be well formed sine � is well formed.Case S-Class: S = C<T> T = [T=X℄N CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {...}� ` T ok � ` T <: [T=X℄NSine CT (C) is ok, we also have X<:N ` N ok by the rule GT-Class. Then, by Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.6,� ` [T=X℄N ok. �4.5.3 Lemma: If � ` N ok for some well-formed type environment � and �eldsFGJ(N) = U f, then � ` U ok.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �eldsFGJ(N) with a ase analysis on the last rule used.Case F-Objet:Trivial.Case F-Class: N = C<T> CT (C) = lass C<X / N> /P {S f; K M}U g = �eldsFGJ([T=X℄P); [T=X℄S fSine CT (C) is ok, by the rule GT-Class, X<:N ` P ok. By Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.6, � ` [T=X℄P ok. Then,by the indution hypothesis, � ` V ok. Sine � ` C<T> ok, we have � ` T ok and � ` T <: [T=X℄N by theruleWF-Class. On the other hand, by the rule GT-Class, we have X<:N ` S ok: Finally, by Lemmas 3.4.1and 3.4.6, � ` [T=X℄S ok, �nishing the ase. �4.5.4 Lemma: If � ` N ok for some well-formed type environment � and mtypeFGJ(m; N) = <Y /P>U!U0,then �; Y<:P ` U0 ok.Proof: By indution on the derivation of mtypeFGJ(m; N) with a ase analysis on the last rule used.



29Case MT-Class: N = C<T>CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /P {... M}<Y /Q> S0 m (S x) {"e0;} 2 M[T=X℄(<Y /Q>S!S0) = <Y /P>U!U0Without loss of generality, we an assume that X and Y are distint and that [T=X℄Q = P and [T=X℄S0 = U0.By the rule GT-Method, we haveX<:N; Y<:Q ` S0 ok:By the rule WF-Class, we have � ` T ok and � ` T <: [T=X℄N. Then, by Lemma 3.4.1 and 3.4.6,�; Y<:[T=X℄Q ` [T=X℄S0 ok:�nishing the ase.Case MT-Super:Sine CT (C) is ok, by the rule GT-Class, X<:N ` P ok. By Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.6, � ` [T=X℄P ok. Theindution hypothesis �nishes the ase. �4.5.5 Lemma: If � ` � ok and �; � `FGJ e 2 T for some well-formed type environment �, then � ` T ok.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �; � `FGJ e 2 T with a ase analysis on the last rule used.Case GT-Var:Immediate from the de�nition of well-formedness of �.Case GT-Field: �;� `FGJ e0 2 T0 �eldsFGJ(bound�(T0)) = T fBy the indution hypothesis, � ` T0 ok. Sine � is well formed, � ` bound�(T0) ok. Then, by Lemma 4.5.3,we have � ` T ok, �nishing the ase.Case GT-Invk: �;� `FGJ e0 2 T0 mtypeFGJ(m; bound�(T0)) = <Y /P>U!U0� ` V ok � ` V <: [V=Y℄P�;� `FGJ e 2 S � ` S <: [V=Y℄UT = [V=Y℄U0By the indution hypothesis, � ` T0 ok. Sine � is well formed, � ` bound�(T0) ok. Then, by Lemma 4.5.4,�; Y<:P ` U0 ok. Finally, by Lemma 3.4.6, we have � ` [V=Y℄U0 ok, �nishing the ase.Case GT-UCast: �;� `FGJ e0 2 T0 � ` T0 <: N N = TBy the indution hypothesis, � ` T0 ok. By Lemma 4.5.2, � ` N ok, �nishing the ase.Case GT-New, GT-DCast, GT-SCast:Immediate from the fat that T is well formed by a premise of the rules. �After developing several lemmas about erasure, we prove Theorem 4.5.1. Note that, in the followingdisussions, the erased lass table jCT j is not assumed to be ok; even so, however, if CT is ok, then jCT j iswell de�ned and thus �elds , mtype , mbody , and � are well de�ned with respet to jCT j.4.5.6 Lemma: If � ` S <:FGJ T, then jSj� <:FJ jTj�.Proof: Straightforward indution on the derivation of � ` S <:FGJ T. �4.5.7 Lemma: If �1; X<:N; �2 ` U ok where none of X appear in �1, and �1 ` T <:FGJ [T=X℄N, thenj[T=X℄Uj�1; [T=X℄�2 <:FJ jUj�.Proof: If U is nonvariable or a type variable Y 62 X, then the result is trivial. If U is a type variable Xi, it'salso easy sine [T=X℄U = Ti and, by Lemma 4.5.6, jTij�1; [T=X℄�2 = jTij�1 <:FJ j[T=X℄Nij�1 = jNij� = jXj�. �4.5.8 Lemma: If � ` C<U> ok and �eldsFGJ(C<U>) = V f, then �eldsmax (C) = D f and jVj� <:FJ D.



30Proof: By indution on the derivation of �eldsFGJ(C<U>) using Lemma 4.5.7 and the fat that � ` U <:[U=X℄N, where CT (C) = lass C<X /N> ..., derived from the rule WF-Class. �4.5.9 Lemma: If � ` C<T> ok and mtypeFGJ(m; C<T>) = <Y /P>U!U0 where � ` V <:FGJ [V=Y℄P, thenmtypemax (m; C) = C!C0 and j[V=Y℄Uj� <:FJ C and j[V=Y℄U0j� <:FJ C0.Proof: Sine � ` C<T> ok, we an have a sequene of type S suh that S1 = C<T> and Sn = Objet and� ` Si <:FGJ Si+1 derived by the rule S-Class for any i. We prove by indution on the length n of thesequene.Case: n = 1Cannot happen.Case: n = 2It must be the ase thatCT (C) = lass C<X / N> /Objet { ...<Y /Q>W0 m (W x) {...} ...}:By the de�nition of mtypemax , C = jWjX<:N; Y<:Q and C0 = jW0jX<:N; Y<:Q. Without loss of generality, we anassume X and Y are distint. By the de�nition of mtypeFGJ,[T=X℄Q = P[T=X℄W = U[T=X℄W0 = U0;and therefore� ` V <:FGJ [V=Y℄[T=X℄Q:Moreover, by the rule WF-Class, we have� ` T <: [T=X℄N (= [V=Y℄[T=X℄N sine Y do not appear in [T=X℄N):By Lemma 4.5.7, j[V=Y℄[T=X℄Wj� <:FJ C and j[V=Y℄[T=X℄W0j� <:FJ C0, �nishing the ase.Case: n = k + 1SupposeCT (C) = lass C<X / N> /N {...}:Note that � ` C<T> <:FGJ [T=X℄N by the rule S-Class. Now, we have three subases:Subase: mtypeFGJ(m; [T=X℄N) is not well de�ned.The method m must be delared in C. Similarly for the base ase above.Subase: mtypeFGJ(m; [T=X℄N) is well de�ned and m is de�ned in C.By the rule GT-Method, it must be the ase thatmtypeFGJ(m; [T=X℄N) = <Y /P>U!U00where �; Y<:P ` U0 <:FGJ U00. By Lemmas 3.4.5 and 4.5.6, j[V=Y℄U0j� <:FJ j[V=Y℄U00j�. The indutionhypothesis and transitivity of <:FJ �nish the subase.Subase: mtypeFGJ(m; [T=X℄N) is well de�ned and m is not de�ned in C.It is easy beausemtypeFGJ(m; [T=X℄N) = mtypeFGJ(m; C<T>) by the ruleMT-Super. The indution hypothesis�nishes the subase. �Proof of Theorem 4.5.1: We prove the theorem in two steps: �rst, it is shown that, if �; � `FGJ e 2 T,then j�j� `FJ jej�;� 2 jTj�; and seond, we show jCT j is ok.The �rst part is proved by indution on the derivation of �; � `FGJ e 2 T with a ase analysis on the lastrule used.



31Case GT-Field: e = e0.fi �;� `FGJ e0 2 T0 �eldsFGJ(bound�(T0)) = T f T = TiBy the indution hypothesis, we have j�j� `FJ je0j� 2 jT0j�: By Lemma 4.5.5, � ` T0 ok. Then, whetherT0 is a type variable or not, we have, by Lemma 4.5.8, �eldsmax (jT0j�) = C f and jTj� <: C. Note that, byde�nition, it is obvious that �eldsFJ(C) = �eldsmax (C). By the rule T-Field, we have j�j� `FJ je0j�;�.fi 2Ci. If jTij� = Ci, then the equation je0.fij�;� = je0j�;�.fi derived from the rule E-Field �nishes the ase.On the other hand, if jTij� 6= Ci, thenje0.fij�;� = (jTij�)sje0j�;�.fiby the rule E-Field-Cast and j�j� `FJ (jTj�)sje0j�;�.fi 2 jTj� by the rule T-DCast, �nishing the ase.Note that the syntheti ast is not stupid.Case GT-Invk:Similar to the ase above.Case GT-New, GT-UCast, GT-DCast, GT-SCast:Easy. Notie that the nature of the ast (up, down, or stupid) is also preserved.The seond part (jCT j is ok) follows from the �rst part with examination of the rules GT-Method andGT-Class. We show that, if M OK IN C<X /N>, then jMjX<:N; C OK IN C. SupposeM = <Y /P> T m (T x) {"e0;}jMjX<:N; C OK IN C = D m (D x0) {"e00;}mtypemax (m; C) = D!D� = x : T� = X<:N; Y<:Pei = � xi0 if Di = jTij�(jTij�)sxi0 otherwisee00 = [e=x℄je0j�; (�;this:C<X>):By the rule GT-Method, we have� ` T; T; P ok�; �; this : C<X> `FGJ e0 2 S� ` S <:FGJ Tif mtypeFGJ(m; N) = <Z /Q>U!U, then P; T = [Y=Z℄(Q; U) and � ` T <:FGJ [Y=Z℄Uwhere CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /N {...}. We must show thatx0 : D; this : C `FJ e0 2 EE <:FJ Dif mtypeFJ(m; jNj�) = E!D0, then E = D and D0 = D.for some E. By the result of the �rst part, j�j�; this : C `FJ jej�;� 2 jSj�. Sine, by Lemma 4.5.9, jTij� <: Di,we have xi0 : Di ` ei 2 jTij�. By Lemma 3.4.11,x0 : D; this : C ` e00 2 C0for some C0 where C0 <:FJ jSj�. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.5.9, jTj� <:FJ D. Sine we have jSj� <:FJjTj� by Lemma 4.5.6, C0 <:FJ D by transitivity of <:. Let E be C0. Finally, suppose mtypemax (m; jNj�)is well de�ned. Then, mtypeFGJ(m; N) is also well de�ned. By de�nition, mtypemax (m; jNj�) = D!D =mtypeFJ(m; jNj�).It is easy to show that L OK in FGJ implies jLj OK in FJ. �



32Preservation of ExeutionMore interestingly, we would intuitively expet that erasure from FGJ to FJ should also preserve the redutionbehavior of FGJ programs: e redue (FGJ)
//erase

��

e0erase
��jej redue (FJ) // je0jUnfortunately, this is not quite true. For example, onsider the FGJ expressione = new Pair<A,B>(a,b).fst;where a and b are expressions of type A and B, respetively, and its erasure:jej�;� = (A)snew Pair(jaj�;�,jbj�;�).fstIn FGJ, e redues to a, while the erasure jej�;� redues to (A)sjaj�;� in FJ; it does not redue to jaj�;�when a is not a new expression. (Note that it is not an artifat of our nondeterministi redution strategy: ithappens even if we adopt a all-by-value redution strategy, sine, after method invoation, we may obtainan expression like (A)se where e is not a new expression.) Thus, the above diagram does not ommute evenif one-step redution (�!) at the bottom is replaed with many-step redution (�!�). In general, synthetiasts an persist for a while in the FJ expression, although we expet those asts will eventually turn out tobe upasts when a redues to a new expression.In the example above, an FJ expression d redued from jej�;� had more syntheti asts than je0j�;�.However, this is not always the ase: d may have less asts than je0j�;� when the redution step involvesmethod invoation. Consider the FGJ expressione = new Pair<A,B>(a, b).setfst<B>(b0)and its erasurejej�;� = new Pair(jaj�;�,jbj�;�).setfst(jb0j�;�):where a is an expression of type A and b and b0 are of type B. In FGJ,e �!FGJ new Pair<B,B>(b0,new Pair<A,B>(a,b).snd):In FJ, on the other hand,jej�;� �!FJ new Pair(jb0j�;�,new Pair(jaj�;�,jbj�;�).snd)whih has fewer syntheti asts thannew Pair(jb0j�;�,(B)snew Pair(jaj�;�,jbj�;�).snd);whih is the erasure of the redued expression in FGJ. The subtlety we observe here is that, when theerased term is redued, syntheti asts may beome \oarser" than the asts inserted when the redued termis erased, or may be removed entirely as in this example. (Removal of downasts an be onsidered as aombination of two operations: replaement of (A)s with the oarser ast (Objet)s and removal of theupast (Objet)s, whih does not a�et the result of omputation.)To formalize both of these observations, we de�ne an auxiliary relation that relates FJ expressionsdi�ering only by the addition and replaement of some syntheti asts. Suppose � `FJ e 2 C. Let us all anexpression d an expansion of e under �, written � ` e exp=) d, if d is obtained from e by some ombinationof (1) addition of zero or more syntheti upasts, (2) replaement of some syntheti asts (D)s with (C)s,where C is a supertype of D, or (3) removal of some syntheti asts, and � `FJ d 2 D for some D.



334.5.10 Example: Suppose � = x:A; y:B; z:B for given lasses A and B. Then,� ` x exp=) (A)sxand � ` new Pair(z,(B)snew Pair(x,y).snd) exp=) new Pair(z,new Pair(x,y).snd):Then, redution ommutes with erasure modulo expansion:4.5.11 Theorem [Erasure preserves redution modulo expansion℄: If �; � ` e 2 T and e �!FGJ�e0, then there exists some FJ expression d0 suh that j�j� ` je0j�;� exp=) d0 and jej�;� �!FJ d0. In otherwords, the following diagram ommutes. e redue (FGJ)�
//erase

��

e0erase
��je0j
��jej redue (FJ) �

// d0Conversely, for the exeution of an erased expression, there is a orresponded exeution in FGJ semantis:4.5.12 Theorem [Erased program reets FGJ exeution℄: Suppose �; � ` e 2 T and j�j� ` jej�;� exp=)d. If d redues to d0 with zero or more steps by reduing syntheti asts, followed by one step by other kindsof redution, then e�!FGJe0 for some e0 and j�j� ` je0j�;� exp=) d0. In other words, the following diagramommutes. e redue (FGJ)
//erase

��

e0erase
��jej

��

je0j
��d R-Cast �

// redue (FJ) // d0As easy orollaries of these theorems, it an be shown that, if an FGJ expression e redues to a \fully-evaluated expression," then the erasure of e redues to exatly its erasure and vie versa. Similarly, if FGJredution gets stuk at a stupid ast, then FJ redution also gets stuk beause of the same typeast andvie versa.4.5.13 Corollary [Erasure preserves exeution results℄: If �; � ` e 2 T and e �!FGJ� w, then jej�;� �!FJ�jwj�;�. Similarly, if �; � ` e 2 T and jej�;� �!FJ� v, then there exists an FGJ value w suh that e �!FGJ� wand jwj�;� = v.4.5.14 Corollary [Erasure preserves typeast errors℄: If �; � ` e 2 T and e �!FGJ� e0, where e0 hasa stuk subexpression (C<S>)new D<T>(e), then jej�;� �!FJ� d0 suh that d0 has a stuk subexpression(C)new D(d), where d are expansions of the erasures of e, at the same position (modulo syntheti asts)as the erasure of e0. Similarly, if �; � ` e 2 T and jej�;� �!FJ� e0, where e0 has a stuk subexpression(C)new D<T>(e), then there exists an FGJ expression d suh that e �!FGJ� d and j�j� ` jdj�;� exp=) e0 andd has a stuk subexpression (C<S>)new D<T>(d), where e are expansions of the erasures of d, at the sameposition (modulo syntheti asts) as e0.



34In the rest of this setion, we prove these theorems and orollaries; we �rst prove the required lemmas.4.5.15 Lemma: If �; x:B ` e exp=) e0 and � `FJ d 2 A where A <:FJ B, then � ` [d=x℄e exp=) [d=x℄e0.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �; x:B `FJ e 2 C. �4.5.16 Lemma: Suppose dom(�) = dom(�0) and � = �1; X<:N; �2 where none of X appears in �1. If�; � `FGJ e 2 T and �1 ` U <:FGJ [U=X℄N where �1 ` U ok, and �1; [U=X℄�2 ` �0(x) <:FGJ [U=X℄�(x) for allx 2 dom(�), then jej�;� is obtained from j[U=X℄ej�1; [U=X℄�2;�0 by some ombination of replaements of somesyntheti asts (D)s with (C)s where D <: C, or removals of some syntheti asts.Proof: By indution on the derivation of �; � ` e 2 T with a ase analysis on the last rule used.Case GT-Var:Trivial.Case GT-Field: e = e0.f �;� ` e0 2 T0 �eldsFGJ(bound�(T0)) = T f T = TiBy the indution hypothesis, je0j�;� is obtained from j[U=X℄e0j�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 by some ombination of replae-ments of some syntheti asts (D)s with (C)s where D <:FJ C, or removals of some syntheti asts. ByTheorem 4.5.1, j�j� `FJ je0j�;� 2 jT0j�. By Lemma 4.5.8, �eldsmax (jT0j�) = C f and jTj� <:FJ C.Now we have two subases.Subase: jTij� 6= CiBy the rule E-Field-Cast,jej�;� = (jTij�)sje0j�;�.fi:Now we must show that j[U=X℄ej�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 = (D)sj[U=X℄e0j�1; [U=X℄�2; �0.fi for some D <:FJ jTj�. ByLemmas 3.4.10 and 3.4.11,�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 `FGJ [U=X℄e0 2 S0�1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <:FGJ [U=X℄T0:By Lemmas 3.4.7 and 3.4.8,�eldsFGJ(bound�1; [U=X℄�2(S0)) = [U=X℄T f; T0 g:Then, by Lemma 4.5.7,j[U=X℄Tij�1; [U=X℄�2 <:FJ jTij�:On the other hand,�eldsmax (jS0j�1; [U=X℄�2) = C f; D g:Therefore, by the rule E-Field-Cast,j[U=X℄ej�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 = (j[U=X℄Tij�1; [U=X℄�2)sj[U=X℄ej�1; [U=X℄�2; �0.fi:�nishing the subase.Subase: jTij� = CiSimilar to the subase above.Case GT-Method: e = e0.m<V>(d) �;� `FGJ e0 2 T0mtypeFGJ(m; bound�(T0)) = <Y /P>U!U0� ` V ok � ` V <:FGJ [V=Y℄P�;� `FGJ d 2 S � ` S <:FGJ [V=Y℄UT = [V=Y℄U0By the indution hypothesis, jdj�;� are obtained from j[U=X℄dj�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 by some ombination of replae-ments of some syntheti asts (D)s with (C)s where D <:FJ C, or removals of some syntheti asts. ByTheorem 4.5.1, j�j� `FJ je0j�;� 2 jT0j�. By Lemma 4.5.9, mtypemax (m; jT0j�) = E!E0 and jTj� <:FJ E0.Now we have two subases:



35Subase: jTj� 6= E0By the rule E-Invk-Cast,jej�;� = (jTj�)sje0j�;�.m(jdj�;�):Now, we must show thatj[U=X℄ej�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 = (D)sj[U=X℄e0j�1; [U=X℄�2; �0.m(j[U=X℄dj�1; [U=X℄�2; �0)for some D <:FJ jTj�. By Lemmas 3.4.10 and 3.4.11,�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 `FGJ [U=X℄e0 2 S0�1; [U=X℄�2 ` S0 <:FGJ [U=X℄T0:Without loss of generality, we an assume X and Y are distint. By Lemmas 3.4.7 and 3.4.9, we havemtypeFGJ(m; bound�1; [U=X℄�2(S0)) = <Y / [U=X℄P>[U=X℄U!U00�1; [U=X℄�2; Y<:[U=X℄P ` U00 <:FGJ [U=X℄U0:By Lemma 3.4.5,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [U=X℄V <:FGJ [U=X℄[V=Y℄P (= [[U=X℄V=Y℄([U=X℄P))and by the same lemma,�1; [U=X℄�2 ` [[U=X℄V=Y℄U00 <:FGJ [[U=X℄V=Y℄[U=X℄U0 (= [U=X℄[V=Y℄U0 = [U=X℄T):Then, by Lemmas 4.5.6 and 4.5.7,j[[U=X℄V=Y℄U00j�1; [U=X℄�2 <:FJ j[U=X℄Tj�1; [U=X℄�2 <:FJ jTj�:On the other hand, it is easy to show thatmtypemax (m; jS0j�1; [U=X℄�2) = mtypemax (m; j[U=X℄T0j�1; [U=X℄�2) = E!E0:Then, by the rule E-Invk-Cast,j[U=X℄ej�1; [U=X℄�2; �0 = (j[[U=X℄V=Y℄U00j�1; [U=X℄�2)sj[U=X℄e0j�1; [U=X℄�2; �0.m(j[U=X℄dj�1; [U=X℄�2; �0)�nishing the subase.Subase: jTj�;� = E0Similar to the subase above.Case GT-New, GT-UCast, GT-DCast, GT-SCast:Immediate from the indution hypothesis. �4.5.17 Lemma: Suppose1. mbodyFGJ(m<V>; C<T>) = (x; e),2. mtypeFGJ(m; C<T>) = <Y /P>U!U0,3. � ` C<T> ok,4. � ` V <:FGJ [V=Y℄P,5. � ` W <:FGJ [V=Y℄U, and6. mbodyFJ(m; C) = (x; e0).Then, jx : W; this : C<T>j� ` jej�; x:W; this:C<T> exp=) e0.Proof: By indution on the derivation of mbodyFGJ(m<V>; C<T>) with a ase analysis on the last rule used.



36Case MB-Class: CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /N { ...<Y /Q> S0 m (S x){"e0;}}[T=X; V=Y℄e0 = e[T=X℄Q = P[T=X℄S = U[T=X℄S0 = U0Let �0 = X<:N; Y<:P and � = x : S; this : C<X>. By the rule WF-Class, � ` T <:FGJ [T=X℄N (=[V=Y℄[T=X℄N). By Lemma 4.5.16, je0j�0; x:S; this:C<X> is obtained from jej�; x:W; this:C<T> by some ombination ofreplaements of some syntheti asts (D)s with (C)s where D <:FJ C, or removals of some syntheti asts. ByTheorem 4.5.1,jx : S; this : C<X>j�0 `FJ je0j�0; x:S;this:C<X> 2 jS0j�0 :Now, let mtypemax (m; C) = D!D andei = � xi if Di = jSij�0(jSij�0)sxi otherwisefor i = 1; : : : ;#(x). Sine e0 = [e=x℄je0j�0;� and jWj� <:FJ j[V=Y℄Uj� <:FJ jSj�0 by Lemmas 4.5.6 and 4.5.7,eah ei is either a variable or a variable with an upast under the environment jx : W; this : C<T>j�. Then,we havejx : W; this : C<T>j� `FJ e0 2 Dfor some D suh that D <:FJ jS0j�0 by Lemma 2.4.3. Therefore, we havejx : W; this : C<T>j� ` jej�; x:W;this:C<T> exp=) e0�nishing the ase.Case MB-Super: CT (C) = lass C<X /N> /D<S> { ...}m is not de�ned in CT (C).By the indution hypothesis,jx : W; this : [T=X℄D<S>j� ` jej�; x:W; this:D<[T=X℄S> exp=) e0:By Lemma 4.5.15,jx : W; this : C<T>j� ` jej�; x:W; this:D<[T=X℄> exp=) e0Then, by Lemma 4.5.16, jej�; x:W; this:D<[T=X℄> is obtained from jej�; x:W; this:C<T> by some ombination of re-plaements of some syntheti asts (D)s with (C)s where D <:FJ C, or removals of some syntheti asts. Onthe other hand, by Lemma 2.4.3,jx : W; this : C<T>j� `FJ e0 2 Efor some E. Therefore,jx : W; this : C<T>j� ` jej�; x:W; this:C<T> exp=) e0;�nishing the ase. �4.5.18 Lemma: If �; � `FGJ e 2 T and e �!FGJ e0, then there exists some FJ expression d0 suh thatj�j� `FJ je0j�;� exp=) d0 and jej�;� �!FJ d0. In other words, the following diagram ommutes.e redue (FGJ)
//erase

��

e0erase
��je0j
��jej redue (FJ) // d0



37Proof: By indution on the derivation of e �!FGJ e0 with a ase analysis on the last redution rule used.We show the main base ases.Case GR-Field: e = new N(e).fi �eldsFGJ(N) = T f e0 = eiWe have two subases depending on the last erasure rule used.Subase E-Field-Cast: jej�;� = (D)s(new C(jej�;�).fi)We have jNj� = C by de�nition of erasure. Sine �eldsFJ(C) = C f for some C, we have jej�;� �!FJ(D)sjeij�;�. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.4.13, �; � `FGJ ei 2 Ti suh that � ` Ti <:FGJ T. ByTheorem 4.5.1, jTj� = D and j�j� `FJ jeij�;� 2 jTij�. Sine jTij� <:FJ D by Lemma 4.5.6, (D)sjeij�;� isobtained by adding an upast to jeij�;�.Subase E-Field: jej�;� = new C(jej�;�).fiFollows from the indution hypothesis.Case GR-Invk: e = new C<T>(e).m<V>(d) mbodyFGJ(m<V>; C<T>) = (x; e0)e0 = [d=x; new C<T>(e)=this℄e0We have two subases depending on the last erasure rule used.Subase E-Invk-Cast: jej�;� = (D)s(new C(jej�;�).m(jdj�;�))Sine mbodyFGJ(m<V>; C<T>) is well de�ned, mbodyFJ(m; C) is also well de�ned. Let mbodyFJ(m; C) = (x; e00)and �0 = x : U; this : C<T> where U are types of d. Then, by Lemma 4.5.17,j�0j� ` je0j�;�0 exp=) e00:By Lemma 4.5.15,j�j� ` je0j�;� exp=) [jdj�;�=x; jnew C<T>(e)j�;�=this℄e00:Note that je0j�;� = [jdj�;�=x; jnew C<T>(e)j�;�=this℄je0j�;�0 . By Theorems 3.4.13 and 4.5.1,j�j� `FJ je0j�;� 2 jT0j�for some T0 suh that � ` T0 <:FGJ T. By Lemma 4.5.6, jT0j� <:FJ D. Thus,j�j� ` je0j�;� exp=) (D)sje0j�;�:Finally,j�j� ` je0j�;� exp=) (D)s[jdj�;�=x; jnew C<T>(e)j�;�=this℄e00:Subase E-Invk:Similarly to the subase above.Case GR-Cast:Easy. �4.5.19 Lemma: If � `FJ e 2 C and e �!FJ e0 and � ` e exp=) d, then there exists some FJ expression d0suh that � ` e0 exp=) d0 and d �!FJ� d0. In other words, the following diagram ommutes.e redue (FJ)
//

��

e0
��d redue (FJ) �

// d0Proof: By indution on the derivation of e �!FJ e0 with a ase analysis on the last redution rule used.



38Case R-Field: e = new C(e).fi �eldsFJ(C) = C f e0 = eiThe expansion d must have a form of ((D1)s � � � (Dn)snew C(d)).fi where � ` e exp=) d and C <:FJ Di for1 � i � n beause eah Di is introdued as an upast. Thus, d �!FJ� new C(d).fi �!FJ di.The other base ases are similar and the ases for indution steps are straightforward. �Proof of Theorem 4.5.11: By indution on the length n of redution sequene e �!FGJ� e0.Case: n = 0Trivial.Case: e �!FGJ e0 �!FGJ� e00We have the following ommuting diagram.e redue (FGJ)
//

erase
��

(1)
e0 redue (FGJ)�

//erase
��

e00erase
��(2) je00j
��je0j redue (FJ) �

//

��

(3) d0
��jej redue (FJ) // d redue (FJ) �

// d00Commutation (1) is proved by Lemma 4.5.18, (2) by the indution hypothesis and (3) by Lemma 4.5.19. �4.5.20 Lemma: Suppose �; � `FGJ e 2 T. If jej�;��!FJd, then e�!FGJe0 for some e0 and j�j� ` je0j�;� exp=)d. In other words, the following diagram ommutes:e redue (FGJ)
//erase

��

e0erase
��je0j
��jej redue (FJ) // dProof: By indution on the derivation of jej�;��!FJd with a ase analysis by the last rule used.Case RC-Cast:We have two subases aording to whether the ast is syntheti (jej�;� = (C)se0) or not (jej�;� = (C)e0).The latter ase follows from the indution hypothesis. We show the former ase wherejej�;� = (C)se0e0 �!FJ d0d = (C)sd0Then e0 must be either a �eld aess or a method invoation. We have another ase analysis with the last re-dution rule for the derivation of e0 �!FJ d0. The ases for RC-Field, RC-Invk-Rev and RC-Invk-Argare omitted sine they follow from the indution hypothesis.



39Subase R-Field: e0 = new D(e).fid0 = ei�eldsFJ(D) = C fBy inspeting the derivation of jej�;�, it must be the ase thate = new D<T>(e0).fije0j�;� = e�eldsmax (D) = C fjTj� = C 6= Ci:By Theorems 3.4.14 and 3.4.13, we have e �!FGJ ei0 and �; � `FGJ ei0 2 S and � ` S <:FGJ T. ByTheorem 4.5.1, j�j� `FJ jei0j�;� 2 jSj�. By Lemma 4.5.6, jSj� <:FJ jTj�. Then, j�j� ` ei exp=) (jTj�)ei,�nishing the ase.Subase R-Invk: e0 = new D(d).m(e)d0 = [e=x; new D(d)=this℄emmbodyFJ(m; D) = (x; em)By inspeting the derivation of jej�;�, it must be the ase thate = new D<T>(d0).m<V>(e0)jd0j�;� = dje0j�;� = emtypeFGJ(m; D<T>) = <Y /P>U!U0[V=Y℄U0 = Tmtypemax (m; D) = C!C0jTj� = C 6= C0:By Theorems 3.4.14 and 3.4.13, e �!FGJ [e0=x; new D<T>(d0)=this℄em0 where mbodyFGJ(m<V>; D<T>) =(x; em0) and �; � `FGJ [e0=x; new D<T>(d0)=this℄em0 2 S for some S suh that � ` S <: T. By Theorem 4.5.1and the fat thatj[e0=x; new D<T>(d0)=this℄em0j�;� = [e=x; new D(d)=this℄jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T>where W are the types of e0, we havej�j� `FJ [e=x; new D(d)=this℄jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T> 2 jSj�:Sine jSj� <:FJ jTj� by Lemma 4.5.6,j�j� ` [e=x; new D(d)=this℄jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T>exp=) (jTj�)s[e=x; new D(d)=this℄jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T>:On the other hand, by Lemma 4.5.17,jx : W; this : D<T>j� ` jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T> exp=) em:By Lemma 4.5.15,j�j� ` [e=x; new D(d)=this℄jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T> exp=) [e=x; new D(d)=this℄em:Then,j�j� ` (jTj�)s[e=x; new D(d)=this℄jem0j�; x:W; this:D<T> exp=) (jTj�)s[e=x; new D(d)=this℄em:Finally, we have, by the fat that C = jTj� and transitivity of the expansion relation,j�j� ` j[e0=x; new D<T>(d0)=this℄em0j�;� exp=) (C)[e=x; new D(d)=this℄em0:Case R-Field:Similar to the subase for R-Field in the ase for RC-Cast above.



40Case R-Invk:Similar to the subase for R-Invk in the ase for RC-Cast above.The other ases for indution steps are straightforward. �4.5.21 Lemma: Suppose �; � `FGJ e 2 T and j�j� ` jej�;� exp=) d. If d redues to d0 with zero or moresteps by reduing syntheti asts, followed by one step by other kinds of redution, then jej�;��!FJe0 andj�j� ` e0 exp=) d0. In other words, the following diagram ommutes:jej redue (FJ)
//

��

e0
��d R-Cast �

// redue (FJ) // d0Proof: By indution on the derivation of the last redution step with a ase analysis by the last rule used.Case R-Field: d �!FJ� new C(e).fi �eldsFJ(C) = C f d0 = eiThe expression d must be of the form ((D1)s : : : (Dn)snew C(e0)).fi where C <: Di for any i and eah ei0redues to ei by reduing upasts (in several steps). In other words, j�j� ` e0 exp=) e. Moreover, sinej�j� ` jej�;� exp=) d, the expression jej�;� must be of the form, either new C(e00).fi or (D)snew C(e00).fi,where j�j� ` e00 exp=) e0. Therefore, jej�;� �!FJ ei00 or jej�;� �!FJ (D)sei00. It is easy to seej�j� ` (D)sei00 exp=) eiand j�j� ` ei00 exp=) ei:Other base ases are similar; indution steps are straightforward. �Proof of Theorem 4.5.12: Follows from Lemmas 4.5.20 and 4.5.21. �Proof of Corollary 4.5.13: Theorem 4.5.11, we have an FJ expression d suh that jej�;��!FJ�d andj�j� ` jwj�;� exp=)d. Sine the FJ value jwj�;� does not inlude any typeasts, d is obtained only by addingsome (syntheti) upasts. Therefore, d redues to jwj�;�.The seond part follows from a similar argument using Theorem 4.5.12. �Proof of Corollary 4.5.14: Similar to the proof of Corollary 4.5.13. �5 Related WorkCore aluli for Java. There are several known proofs in the literature of type soundness for subsetsof Java. In the earliest, Drossopoulou and Eisenbah [11℄ (using a tehnique later mehanially hekedby Syme [23℄) prove soundness for a fairly large subset of sequential Java. Like us, they use a small-stepoperational semantis, but they avoid the subtleties of \stupid asts" by omitting asting entirely. Nipkowand Oheimb [20℄ give a mehanially heked proof of soundness for a somewhat larger ore language. Theirlanguage does inlude asts, but it is formulated using a \big-step" operational semantis, whih sidestepsthe stupid ast problem. Flatt, Krishnamurthi, and Felleisen [15, 16℄ use a small-step semantis andformalize a language with both assignment and asting. Their system is somewhat larger than ours (thesyntax, typing, and operational semantis rules take perhaps three times the spae), and the soundness proof,though orrespondingly longer, is of similar omplexity. Their published proof of subjet redution in theearlier version is slightly awed | the ase that motivated our introdution of stupid asts is not handledproperly | but the problem an be repaired by applying the same re�nement we have used here.Of these three studies, that of Flatt, Krishnamurthi, and Felleisen is losest to ours in an importantsense: the goal there, as here, is to hoose a ore alulus that is as small as possible, apturing just thefeatures of Java that are relevant to some partiular task. In their ase, the task is analyzing an extension ofJava with Common Lisp style mixins { in ours, extensions of the ore type system. The goal of the other twosystems, on the other hand, is to inlude as large a subset of Java as possible, sine their primary interest isproving the soundness of Java itself.



41Other lass-based objet aluli. The literature on foundations of objet-oriented languages ontainsmany papers formalizing lass-based objet-oriented languages, either taking lasses as primitive (e.g., [24,8, 6, 5℄) or translating lasses into lower-level mehanisms (e.g., [14, 4, 1, 22℄). Some of these systems(e.g. [22, 8℄) inlude generi lasses and methods, but only in fairly simple forms.Generi extensions of Java. A number of extensions of Java with generi lasses and methods havebeen proposed by various groups, inluding the language of Agesen, Freund, and Mithell [2℄; PolyJ, byMyers, Bank, and Liskov [19℄; Pizza, by Odersky and Wadler [21℄; GJ, by Braha, Odersky, Stoutamire,and Wadler [7℄; and NextGen, by Cartwright and Steele [10℄. While all these languages are believed to betypesafe, our study of FGJ is the �rst to give rigorous proof of soundness for a generi extension of Java.We have used GJ as the basis for our generi extension, but similar tehniques should apply to the forms ofgeneriity found in the rest of these languages.Reently, Duggan [12℄ has proposed a tehnique to translate monomorphi lasses to parametri lassesby inferring type argument information. He has also de�ned a polymorphi extension of Java, slightly lessexpressive than GJ (for example, polymorphi methods are not allowed and a sublass must have the samenumber of type arguments as its superlass). Type soundness theorem of the language is mentioned butstupid ast problem is not taken into aount.6 DisussionWe have presented Featherweight Java, a ore language for Java modeled losely on the lambda-alulusand embodying many of the key features of Java's type system. FJ's de�nition and proof of soundness areboth onise and straightforward, making it a suitable arena for the study of ambitious extensions to thetype system, suh as the generi types of GJ. We have developed this extension in detail, stated some of itsfundamental properties, and given their proofs.It was pleasing to disover that FGJ ould be formulated as a straightforward extension of FJ, givingus additional on�dene that the design of GJ was on the right trak. Our investigation of FGJ led usto unover one bug in the ompiler, involving a subtle relation between subtyping and raw types. Mostimportantly, however, FGJ has given us useful voabulary and notation for thinking about the design of GJ.FJ itself is not quite omplete enough to model some of the interesting subtleties found in GJ. Inpartiular, the full GJ language allows some parameters to be instantiated by a speial \bottom type"*, using a deliate rule to avoid unsoundness in the presene of assignment. Capturing the relevant issues inFGJ requires extending it with assignment and null values (both of these extensions seem straightforward,but ost us some of the pleasing ompatness of FJ as it stands). Another subtle aspet of GJ that is notaurately modeled in FGJ is the use of bridge methods in the ompilation from GJ to JVM byteodes. Totreat this ompilation exatly as GJ does, we would need to extend FJ with overloading.Our formalization of GJ also does not inlude raw types, a unique aspet of the GJ design that supportsompatibility between old, unparameterized ode and new, parameterized ode. We are urrently experi-menting with an extension of FGJ with raw types. A preliminary result [17, Chap. 5℄ has already unoveredthat, unfortunately, the urrently implemented typing system of raw types is unsound; the �xed type systemis proved to be sound.Formalizing generis has proven to be a useful appliation domain for FJ, but there are other areas whereits extreme simpliity may yield signi�ant leverage. For example, work is under way on formalizing Java1.1's inner lasses using FJ [18℄.AknowledgmentsThis work was supported by the University of Pennsylvania and the National Siene Foundation undergrant CCR-9701826, Prinipled Foundations for Programming with Objets. We thank Robert Harper forhis valuable omments. Also, omments from the anonymous referees of OOPSLA'99 helped us improve thepresentation.
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